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Harmony Community Development District
Steve Berube, Chairman
Gary L. Moyer, District Manager
Ray Walls, Vice Chairman
Timothy Qualls, District Counsel
David Farnsworth, Assistant Secretary
Steve Boyd, District Engineer
Kerul Kassel, Assistant Secretary
Bill Bokunic, Supervisor
January 17, 2017
Board of Supervisors
Harmony Community Development District
Dear Board Members:
The regular meeting of the Board of Supervisors of the Harmony Community Development District
will be held Thursday, January 26, 2017 at 6:00 p.m. at the Harmony Golf Preserve Clubhouse
located at 7251 Five Oaks Drive, Harmony, Florida. Following is the advance agenda for the
meeting:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Roll Call
Audience Comments
Approval of the Minutes of the December 15, 2016 Meeting
Subcontractor Reports
A. Landscaping
i. Davey Tree Monthly Landscape Report
ii. Discussion of Scope of Services
5. Developer’s Report
6. Staff Reports
A. Engineer
B. Attorney – Discussion of Facility Use Agreement with Osceola County
C. Field Manager
i. Facilities Maintenance
ii. Facilities Usage
iii. Facebook Report
iv. Pond Report
v. Quote for a Manifold Splashpad
7. District Manager’s Report
A. Financial Statements for December 31, 2016
B. Invoice Approval #201, Check Register and Debit Invoices
8. Topical Subject Discussion
9. Supervisors’ Requests
10. Adjournment
Updated Financial Statements will be sent via e-mail. I look forward to seeing you at the meeting. In the
meantime, if you have any questions, please contact me.
Sincerely,

Gary L. Moyer
Gary L. Moyer
District Manager
District Office:
313 Campus Street
Celebration, FL 34747
407-566-1935

www.harmonycdd.org

Meeting Location:
Harmony Golf Preserve Clubhouse
7251 Five Oaks Drive
Harmony, Florida 34773
407-891-8525
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MINUTES OF MEETING
HARMONY COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT DISTRICT
The regular meeting of the Board of Supervisors of the Harmony Community
Development District was held Thursday, December 15, 2016, at 6:00 p.m. at Harmony
Golf Preserve Clubhouse, 7251 Five Oaks Drive, Harmony, Florida.
Present and constituting a quorum were:
Steve Berube
Ray Walls
Bill Bokunic
David Farnsworth
Kerul Kassel
Also present were:
Gary Moyer
Tim Qualls
Mark LeMenager
Rick Mansfield
Amber Sambuca
Gerhard van der Snel
Residents and Members of the Public

Chairman
Vice Chairman
Assistant Secretary
Assistant Secretary
Assistant Secretary

Manager: Moyer Management Group
Attorney: Young Qualls, P.A.
Former Assistant Secretary and Supervisor
Davey Commercial Grounds
Starwood Land Ventures
Harmony District Staff

FIRST ORDER OF BUSINESS
Roll Call
Mr. Berube called the meeting to order at 6:00 p.m.
Mr. Berube called the roll and stated a quorum was present for the meeting.
SECOND ORDER OF BUSINESS
Audience Comments
Ms. Courtney Jones stated we just moved into the community. I had a question about
the CDD. We were told there were going to be some changes to the amount of the CDD
assessment that we are paying every month. I did not know if there was a vote on that
already to change it.
Mr. Moyer asked when did you move in?
Ms. Jones stated October.
Mr. Moyer stated what you will receive on your tax bill is what you are responsible to
pay. It should have been represented to you at closing what the assessment will be.
Ms. Jones stated it was, but Lennar said that there was going to be a vote. Currently, I
think it is about $4,000 per year, and they said since there are more homes sold that they
would reduce the amount of the assessment.
Mr. Berube stated that is not correct.
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Ms. Kassel stated the Lennar people were probably misinformed. We adopted a
budget at the end of August for fiscal year 2017, which runs October 1, 2016, through
September 30, 2017. At that time, before you closed, we adopted a new budget. When
you signed your closing documents, the amount that should have been represented if they
did their homework right is the amount you will pay for the next year until we adopt the
following year’s budget.
Mr. Berube stated if you want to see what that number is, go to our website at
www.HarmonyCDD.org and look for Public Records on the menu bar. It has a dropdown
box, so click Assessments. That will show you this fiscal year’s assessment. You can see
what neighborhood you are in, and it shows you in that neighborhood by lot width what
each lot in that neighborhood pays. That is fixed, as Ms. Kassel indicated, from now until
October 1, 2017. About June is when we will start the budget process again. I do not want
to speak out of turn, but I do not think we will increase assessments next year unless
something major happens. We are not in the business of increasing assessments. We are
trying to keep everyone’s assessments level because we all pay the same amount. That is
where you find the information. I think what happened is, there was a lot of conjecture
and some modifications made last year involving a couple neighborhoods. That is all
done and settled. What you see published and what you paid is exactly what you will pay
until our next budget year begins.
Ms. Kassel stated Harmony also has an HOA, and you will pay them a separate fee. It
is a much smaller fee.
Ms. Jones stated yes.
Ms. Kassel stated they increased their budget for October 1, as well. When you closed
in October, it should have reflected the correct amount for the HOA. It sounds like you
are probably in Hawthorne, so you only have the Harmony CDD and the Harmony
Residential Owners Association. Some other neighborhoods have an additional HOA.
Those are the two you pay. I can discuss this with you after the meeting or whenever
about how all that works and what it covers.
Ms. Jones stated I have a tree that is dead. It was dead when we moved in. Is that
going to be replaced, or how do we go about that?
Mr. Berube asked is it along the street, or is it on your property?
Ms. Jones stated it is on our property.
2
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Mr. Berube stated you have to go to Lennar and tell them the tree is dead. If it was
between the street and the sidewalk, the CDD takes care of all those trees. Anything from
the sidewalk toward your house is the responsibility of your builder, in this case, Lennar.
Ms. Jones stated yes, it is on the house side of the sidewalk.
Ms. Kassel stated that is the responsibility of Lennar, not the CDD. It is on your
property, not the CDD’s property.
Mr. Bokunic asked you said that it was represented to you that the CDD assessments
will be reduced?
Ms. Jones stated yes.
Mr. Bokunic asked do you know who your sales person is?
Ms. Jones stated I do, but that information is in my phone. His name is David.
Ms. Kassel stated we are all on Facebook. You can instant message us or send us a
message.
Mr. Bokunic stated I want to try to stop this from happening in the future so they
provide the correct information for future residents.
Mr. Berube stated there was a lot of conversation over the past year about how
everything was going to roll out. He may still be in the old conversation and has not
realized that as of October 1, it reset. It is all fixed now. We are not picking on anyone at
Lennar. I appreciate Ms. Jones coming out tonight. Come see us again; we meet every
month. Feel free to ask questions. A lot of rumors go on because people have no clue
what is going on.
Ms. Kassel stated it may be that the amount represented when you first looked at the
house is different than what your closing documents reflect. That may be where there is a
difference.
Mr. Berube stated if they gave you a HUD 1 any time before October 1, that number
might have been higher than what you ultimately would have paid at closing.
Ms. Jones stated we received it after October 1, and it was about $4,000 per year.
Mr. Berube stated feel free to visit our website and review the listing of what you
should be paying. If it is more, then it is time to have a conversation with someone at
Lennar or someone at the title agency to find out why you paid more than what is
published.
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Mr. Paul O’Leary stated I live in Ashley Park. I have three questions. First, I noticed
that the CDD is broken into five seats. Do you represent all of Harmony, or is it broken
down by area?
Mr. Berube stated we are elected at large.
Mr. O’Leary stated second, I also noticed when you read the resolution for Mr.
LeMenager that the CDD is responsible for sidewalks, walkways, and so forth.
Mr. Berube stated yes, everywhere except for Ashley Park. Your HOA management
company, which is either Sentry or Titan, has a different arrangement.
Ms. Kassel stated you have an Ashley Park HOA, and you have a company who
manages that HOA.
Mr. Berube asked do you pay your HOA dues to Sentry or Titan?
Mr. O’Leary stated to Sentry.
Mr. Berube stated then you need to contact Sentry and tell them about your
walkways.
Mr. O’Leary stated it is not a difficult thing in contacting representatives, but email
after email, I never receive a response.
Mr. Berube stated I understand. If you are on Facebook, the HOA president who
deals with Sentry is Ms. Margaret Kloman. That is the HOA that governs Ashley Park.
Ms. Kassel stated she is a resident who is the president of the HOA. She is the person
you should be speaking with because she is in close contact with your HOA management
company.
Mr. O’Leary stated third is landscaping in Ashley Park.
Mr. Berube stated that is the same situation. The only place that the CDD has
responsibility within Ashley Park is the block in the center that surrounds the pool.
Mr. O’Leary stated I have a concern with the pool. There is a parking area for people
using the pool. Is that covered by the HOA or the CDD?
Mr. Berube stated if you notice, the signs say it is parking for pool users only.
However, it is exceptionally difficult to police.
Mr. O’Leary stated I believe it is a safety hazard where the cars are parked. The
safety hazard is the three concrete blocks in front of each parking space so cars do not go
onto the sidewalk or landscaped area. Those concrete blocks present a hazard to anyone
walking. If you are walking in the street to the pool to Harmony Square South, these
4
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blocks are a tripping hazard when it is dark. I called the CDD, and they said it was the
HOA’s responsibility. I emailed my HOA management representative, and I did not
receive a response. Who is responsible for this area? Can someone just look at it? They
should have reflectors or be painted orange. It is a very simple solution.
Mr. Berube stated we could paint them yellow, like you see in many parking lots.
Mr. O’Leary stated yellow is fine. My brother lives across the street, and we walk
back and forth. They are a hazard.
Mr. Berube stated Mr. van der Snel manages field services for the CDD. I think you
have a valid point, and I do not think anyone on the Board will argue that point. We will
get some bright yellow paint and paint them yellow forthwith.
Mr. O’Leary stated even if someone can look at it and see what I am talking about.
Mr. van der Snel stated we can paint them.
Mr. Berube stated that is not a problem. I think it is a good idea. It is something you
do not think about until someone brings it to your attention.
Mr. O’Leary stated I use that area every time I go across the street. Thank you for
taking care of that.
THIRD ORDER OF BUSINESS
Approval of the Minutes
A. November 17, 2016, Audit Committee Meeting
Mr. Berube reviewed the minutes and requested any additions, corrections, notations,
or deletions.
On MOTION by Mr. LeMenager, seconded by Ms. Kassel,
with all in favor, unanimous approval was given to the
minutes of the November 17, 2016, audit committee
meeting, as presented.
B. November 17, 2016, Regular Meeting
Mr. Berube reviewed the minutes and requested any additions, corrections, notations,
or deletions.
On MOTION by Mr. LeMenager, seconded by Ms. Kassel,
with all in favor, unanimous approval was given to the
minutes of the November 17, 2016, regular meeting, as
presented.
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Mr. Farnsworth stated I have a comment on the content of the minutes, which is
separate from approval. The approval of the minutes is as transcribed, that they contain
no errors. In the section on the canoe launch facility, it says that something is developer
owned. What are we talking about that is developer owned?
Mr. Berube stated the lake: the water and the lake body.
Mr. LeMenager stated and the land surrounding it.
Mr. Farnsworth stated not the dock itself.
Mr. Berube stated that is correct, but because the dock touches the water and the
bottom of the lake and property other than ours, that dock will be affected by developerowned property.
Mr. Farnsworth stated I merely wanted to clarify what was being said as being
developer owned.
Mr. Berube stated what the new dock addition is going to touch is developer owned.
FOURTH ORDER OF BUSINESS
Organizational Matters
A. Oath of Office for Newly Elected Supervisors via the General Election
Mr. Moyer stated since Mr. LeMenager’s term has ended, I will ask Mr. Bokunic to
join the rest of the Board. On behalf of Severn Trent, I want to thank Mr. LeMenager for
his service. It has been a wonderful experience, and I enjoyed working with you. We had
an election in November, and three members were elected to this Board: Ms. Kassel, Mr.
Bokunic, and Mr. Farnsworth. For the record, I am a Notary and as such, can administer
oaths of office.
Mr. Moyer administered the oath of office to, Ms. Kassel, Mr. Bokunic, and Mr.
Farnsworth.
Mr. Moyer stated I will ask you to fill out the oath of office that I will notarize, and
we will make it part of the minutes of this meeting. Your title is Supervisor of the
Harmony Community Development District.
Ms. Kassel stated I received something that said I have to send in $10.
Mr. Moyer asked did you already sign this oath when you qualified? Did they give
you a commission and on the back is the oath of office?
Mr. Bokunic stated no, I just sent in the check. It had nothing on the back.
Mr. Moyer stated since we have a new Board member, I will ask Mr. Qualls to review
a couple cornerstone Statutes of local government in the State of Florida dealing with the
6
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Sunshine Law, the Public Records Law, and how you communicate and do not
communicate.
Mr. Qualls stated congratulations, Supervisors. I will distribute some material to each
of you. The first memorandum is an overview of what a community development district
is and answers a lot of questions. The first three pages are questions and answers. The
rest is a more detailed legal analysis. The most important concise way I could say it is,
this District has one purpose: to maintain the District’s infrastructure at high quality over
the long term. This District also does parks and recreation. That is the only purpose of
this District. As you review this information, do not hesitate to contact us. The second
memorandum is an overview of two cornerstones of being a government official in the
State of Florida. The first is the Sunshine Law. The essence of the Sunshine Law is that
two or more members of this Board may not have a meeting outside of the sunshine. It
sounds pretty simple. Two or more members of this Board may not have a meeting
outside of a meeting that has been advertised and made open to the public. That is very
clear. After this meeting is over, you may not meet with another member to discuss
something that will come up in next month’s meeting. That is a violation of the Sunshine
Law. That is obvious. Where it gets a little more interesting is when people say they
know they cannot meet with, say the Chairman, between meetings to discuss business
that will come before the Board, but can I send an email? No, because the Attorney
General has opined that the sending of an email and the receiving a response could
constitute a meeting, and you could have a Sunshine Law violation. What about posting
things on Facebook? Can you post things on Facebook talking about what is coming up at
the next meeting? No, you cannot because that can constitute a meeting, as well. I have
tried to make this simple and straightforward and include some examples. What I always
come back to is what my grandfather always said: if you have to ask, then it is probably
wrong. That is the safest guide that I can give you. If you have to ask if your
communication with another Board member will violate the Sunshine Law, just do not do
it until you get clarification from the District manager. You can request information and
receive information, but if you do that through the manager, that is an extra stop-gap to
make sure there is no violation of the Sunshine Law. It is important to remember that
violations of the Sunshine Law and violations of the Public Records Law could be
criminal. I want to make that clear. It is serious, and it is my job to scare you a little. Just
7
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follow the simple rule not to communicate with another Board member outside of a
publicly noticed meeting, whether by email, text message, or other.
Mr. Bokunic asked what if we are not talking about anything to do with the District?
Mr. Qualls stated then technically it would be fine. The problem is, members of the
community see the two of you talking, and they start to wonder. Leon County Board of
County Commissioners will have a retreat. They will not talk about any business and they
will invite the press and public. To me, though, if you have to ask that question, it is
better to avoid it altogether. That does not mean that you cannot talk with your
constituents. That is your job. You can have as many meetings and share as many of your
opinions as you want with your constituents. What you cannot do is discuss with another
Board member anything that may come before the Board at a future meeting, unless you
are at a publicly noticed meeting. The Public Records Law starts on page 3. If you look at
that Statute, it says that any record you make or receive dealing with Harmony CDD
business is a public record. My firm represents many public officials, and I will receive
the most ridiculous questions. (1) “What do you mean that is a public record? I sent that
from my private email account.” If it was about government business, then it is a public
record. (2) “I texted. That is not a public record.” Yes, that is a public record. It does not
matter which medium you use. If you are writing a note or sending an email or text or
using a carrier pigeon, any communication you sent and any record of a communication
you sent in Florida is a public record. Some things are exempt. In Florida, you start with
the proposition that all records dealing with Harmony CDD are public records unless an
exemption applies. Those exemptions are for things like social security numbers, credit
card numbers, and bank accounts. Each exemption has to be approved by the Legislature
and has to be in the Statute. Keep that in mind. Rely on your manager who is the
custodian of all the public records. We always say to use the email address that the
District will provide to you and try to just use that email address for your
communications about District matters. It gets tricky. In the last presidential election, Ms.
Hillary Clinton said that she did some of her communications on her home computer but
that it was safe and nothing happened. That is still communication. Any record is a public
record. Where you get in trouble and what we always have to be cognizant of is, there are
law firms that have cropped up across the State. Mr. Joel Chandler comes to mind. He
makes his livelihood and his entire business on suing public governments over public
8
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records issues. I have included some examples. One place where a suit was successful,
the person requested the public records, and the government said they would be happy to
provide them and asked who the requestor was first. You have committed a violation. It
does not matter who is making the request. The government cannot say that you received
their request but now they need to call someone else to deal with that. Any public records
request you receive, send it to the District manager. The government cannot say that you
received their request but they need to fill out a checklist before providing the records.
You cannot do that. No matter how someone requests the record, if it is verbally or in
writing, get that information to the District manager so that the manager, who is the
custodian of the records, can properly respond to that public records request. The reason
this industry has cropped up in the State of Florida is, if a government fails to provide the
records, the Statute says that the person who did not receive the records could receive
attorney’s fees. That pays the bills for these attorneys who try to get governments that do
not to reply to the public records request. The best thing to do if someone requests a
public record from you, send a response to acknowledge the request and that you will
provide any applicable records that we may have. Do that right away. Then send the
request to the District manager. We will review it. The law does allow time to review it.
Governments do not have to stop everything they are doing to just respond to public
records requests. The government will acknowledge the request and indicate it will
respond with any applicable records. If it will take time to review the records and redact
information, then the government can say it will cost x amount of time at y hourly rate to
review and get all these records together. Once the government is paid, then it will start
compiling those records. That is perfectly lawful. What you do not want to do is ignore it
and hope it goes away. That is where we find ourselves in trouble. I know it is a lot of
material, but I encourage you to read through it, especially the information on public
records. That is the most important one to me. If you have any questions, call my office
or send me an email or mention it at the next meeting.
Mr. Berube stated it is safe to presume that when you use our CDD.org email
addresses, that goes across the server at Mr. Moyer’s office and creates a record that is
kept forever. If public records need to be drawn on any of these email addresses, it would
be done by Mr. Moyer’s office going into the server maintaining all the emails.
B. Consideration of Resolution 2017-03, Recognizing Mr. Mark LeMenager
Mr. Moyer read Resolution 2017-03 into the record.
9
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On MOTION by Ms. Kassel, seconded by Mr. Walls, with
all in favor, unanimous approval was given to Resolution
2017-02 recognizing Mr. Mark LeMenager with the
Board’s deepest appreciation.
Mr. LeMenager stated thank you all very much. Congratulations to Mr. Bokunic.
C. Consideration of Resolution 2017-02, Election of Officers
Mr. Moyer read Resolution 2017-02 into the record by title.
Mr. Moyer stated your current Board structure is that Mr. Berube serves as Chairman,
Mr. Walls serves as Vice Chairman, the rest of the Board members serve as Assistant
Secretaries, I serve as Secretary, Mr. Bob Koncar serves as Treasurer, and Mr. Stephen
Bloom serves as Assistant Treasurer. If you want to keep the same structure, you can do
that by motion, adding Mr. Bokunic as Assistant Secretary. Or we can go through these
one at a time if you want to change the officer structure.
On MOTION by Mr. Farnsworth, seconded by Mr.
Bokunic, with all in favor, unanimous approval was given
to Resolution 2017-02, election of officers keeping the
same officer structure and adding Mr. Bokunic as Assistant
Secretary.
FIFTH ORDER OF BUSINESS
Subcontractor Reports
A. Landscaping: Davey Tree
i. Monthly Highlight Report
The monthly landscape maintenance report is contained in the agenda package and is
available for public review in the District Office during normal business hours or on the
website.
Mr. Mansfield stated one thing that Mr. Qualls said about the District having one
purpose resonated with me, and I want to reiterate with Davey and anyone who works
with us that we also have only one purpose, which is to make the landscaping the best
that it can be. Second is to communicate with our clients the best that we can. I want to
share that with you because I am personally responsible for that and want to make sure
that happens. I think over the last couple months of hearing comments back and forth that
it is obvious there were concerns that some of that was not happening. I want to bring that
out into the open and to let you know that the one area I really feel we need to resolve,
where I have had numerous conversations with Mr. van der Snel, is the communication
on the management level. I think that ultimately is something Mr. van der Snel wants to
10
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see where he does not have to do as much work, and that is what we are discussing. I
originally put someone in place to do that, and it was immediately quite obvious that it
has not been happening over the past 30 to 45 days. I have been interviewing for a person
at the management level to come in to take over that position. I think it is only fair to you
and to me to have someone who can be here on a daily basis. It was great working with
Mr. van der Snel today with my sod guy, walking through together. That needs to
continue to happen. I have exhausted local talent as far as interviewing people. I have
made an offer to someone at Davey who has managed HOAs for us. He has managed the
Ave Maria contract, so I gave him an offer today. I am hoping that by Monday he will tell
me if he has accepted the offer or not. After that, I talked with Mr. van der Snel for his
opinion. I would like to look at someone from the northern locations of Davey down if
this person does not accept the offer. We have an abundance of talent in our northern
areas. The only difference would be the plant material. When I talked with Mr. van der
Snel, we believe it is a leadership issue more than anything else. If we get a true leader
who is already experienced and already at that level or above, we would be better off. If
this person does not accept the current offer, then that is the avenue I will take so that we
can have someone in place the first week in January. I will reach out to my supervisor
who is going to help me get someone from the north because he has greater contacts with
that area than I do at this point to make that happen. That is the focus of my attention
right now.
Mr. Berube stated to be clear, we are talking about replacing Mr. Duquon Bennett.
Mr. Mansfield stated I am talking about not really replacing him. I want to place a
person in his position, and I am going to leave him here.
Mr. Berube stated you are talking about replacing his position with a different person.
Mr. Mansfield stated yes, at a higher level.
Mr. Berube stated the job he is doing will be done by a different person.
Mr. Mansfield stated yes. I am adding one more position. Right now, we have five
people because someone quit. I am leaving that open until I hire this position, so he will
be the sixth person to join the team. I think that should work out fine because that is the
type of person to whom I can transfer the budget and all operations and quick answers. I
think that is what you are looking for.
Mr. van der Snel stated yes.
11
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Mr. Mansfield stated he will be doing the communications and follow-up. That is
where we are on that side. The other side is the actual maintenance. That is one area
where Mr. Bennett has done fairly well. He has obviously not done as well as we thought
on the management side. I have seen a lot of the improvements where we know we need
to be. Right now, we are going through the final steps in the ground-zero list. We had a
really good meeting with Mr. van der Snel and the sod guy, and we laid out anywhere we
needed sod to be done. We looked at it from what really was the responsibility of Davey
where we had chinch bug activity and those kinds of issues versus where we have tree
roots or overhanging trees that do not allow enough sunlight, to areas with construction
issues. Some areas are being torn up to replace an irrigation line or a sprinkler head. We
went through everything, so we have a complete list of what we are doing with the sod. I
originally started out with the purpose of Mr. van der Snel and me discussing the
schedule during the summer when it is too hot to replace everything to wait until winter.
We are still in that mode to have that happen. Instead of having 10,000 square feet as we
originally thought with 5,000 for us to replace and 5,000 for the District to replace, it is
more like 15,000 square feet. With everything going on, I have already set up and signed
an agreement on our side, which will come in on Monday to remove 15,000 square feet
of sod and to replace it. Monday and Tuesday, or Wednesday at the latest depending on
weather, all the sod will be replaced. There are still areas where we will continue to look
at. I will work with Mr. van der Snel on additional areas that have roots and things of that
nature. Then I can give you an update next month on how to handle those areas.
Mr. Berube stated to clarify, the 15,000 square feet of sod that you are going to
replace is at Davey’s cost.
Mr. Mansfield stated that is correct. I increased it from 5,000 to 15,000.
Mr. Berube stated I heard some conjecture from Mr. van der Snel today that there
might be 30,000 square feet of damaged sod in some way.
Mr. Mansfield stated after we replace the 15,000 square feet, there is almost that
amount or 16,000 square feet of sod that needs to be replaced or looked at. The reason it
will not be done in some areas now is because some areas are where people park cars and
are walking across it. They continue to kill the grass. It is not in the District’s best interest
to put that sod back because we will have to do it again in six months.
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Mr. Berube stated I presume you will say that will be the area outside Lakeshore Park
and probably the outer zones along Cat Brier, Five Oaks, and Schoolhouse Road.
Mr. Mansfield stated yes, I took some pictures today and will put it together for you
so you have an idea of what I am saying. It is my desire to have my sod guy with me next
month to explain anything or answer any questions you have so we can get that resolved.
Mr. Farnsworth stated the various sod replacements you are mentioning are listed.
Most of them are listed for December. Whenever you take an action that has anything to
do with the completion should include a note as to what you did or what you encountered
or issues or problems so that we can see what is going on when we get this report.
Mr. Mansfield stated yes. That is one of the management communication issues that I
am talking about. That person will be responsible to update this every Friday for you.
Mr. Farnsworth stated the Board will not see it every Friday. Mr. van der Snel will.
Mr. Mansfield stated if you have any questions, Mr. van der Snel will have it for you.
Mr. Farnsworth stated we will see it in the monthly agenda package, which is where I
want to see it. Collect it over a period of a month, but we want to see it.
Mr. Mansfield stated yes, that makes good sense. We finally got the magnolia tree
installed.
Mr. Berube stated I was watching that. When it got to be the end of last week and it
was not there yet, I was preparing my speech for tonight, but you took care of it.
Mr. Mansfield stated a lot of issues happened with that tree. Unfortunately, there was
an accident when we picked up the tree. I picked up a tree for Harmony and one for
Celebration, and after the accident, I had to replace those trees. It was delayed for that.
Then we also had an accident with a driver who was coming here to finish the tree
trimming. I am down to three tree trimmers because the others were in the hospital. It has
been unfortunate for us.
Mr. Berube stated sometimes a simple thing like one small tree will give you plenty
of heartburn.
Mr. Mansfield stated yes. Most of the items on the list are complete. I think the only
thing we have not done that I am trying to locate is the mimosa. I tried six different
places over the past two weeks, trying to get mimosa. Unfortunately, no one has it at this
period in time.
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Ms. Kassel stated I may have a supplier if you will contact me via email. It might be
someone you contacted already, but it is someone I got some from last year. They seemed
to have plenty.
Mr. Mansfield stated I will be happy to contact you. We already removed everything,
and we just want to install it. I had Mr. Moyer’s list of things that we have done. I found
Mr. John Rukkila’s folder with all the backup information. Today, I walked those areas,
and I will send you a copy of his original bid sheets. I will let you know what I see is
complete and not complete on those lists.
Mr. Moyer stated add Ms. Kassel to that email.
Ms. Kassel stated I have not completed my search in my own records to review what
was proposed and installed and then has not survived and needs replacing. I am in the
process of compiling that list. I am also reviewing the areas where they were installed for
current updating.
Mr. Mansfield stated when your list is complete, let me know. I will be happy to take
care of it.
Mr. Berube stated your report calls a concern in several places about irrigation and
the quantity of irrigation hitting the ground and plants. I understand you met with the sod
guy today. Was there any conversation about sod being too dry or too wet?
Mr. Mansfield stated some areas are still too dry. It is not a case where the water is
not getting there. It is individual areas that get more sun than other areas in the same zone
and are not getting enough water. We had a meeting about that today. Until I get a new
person here, the sod guy will come to every meeting and will give a list to Mr. van der
Snel of any areas he sees like that.
Mr. van der Snel stated every communication that has to do with irrigation will go
through email or text, just like we requested before. That avoids finger pointing. We have
the means to fix irrigation within 30 minutes.
Mr. Berube stated whenever you have a landscaper involved, they will say an area is
too dry or too wet, and everyone goes back and forth. That is a standard response. You
either have dollarweed growing and everything is dry and dead, or you have chinch bugs.
One of the things that was started was tin cans going in irrigation zones. We did a couple
zones like that and found some weak areas and light areas. That all went away. My
suggestion is when Mr. Jeff Borieo is out checking zones, I think we would be happy to
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figure out what is going on. We can target whatever you tell us. You tell us how much
water you want, and we will run the zones into the irrigation-measuring cans to make
sure it is correct. Is that fair?
Mr. Mansfield stated that is absolutely fair. What we discussed today is getting to that
level. In the meantime until I get someone here, I will have someone else help get that
information.
Mr. Berube stated I think it is a standard amount of water you want, such as one inch
per week over two cycles.
Mr. Mansfield stated right now as dry as it is, I think it needs to be three cycles.
Generally, if it was a perfect condition, it would be two times each week.
Mr. Berube stated I do not think anyone on the Board will argue. Our water use went
up tremendously this month, but that is because prior to that, we had rain. If you look at it
year to year, the months are pretty much balancing. Historically zone for zone, we are
right about on target. If that is not enough, for things like new tree growth or plantings or
new sod, we have someone who works full-time checking this system and to be sure that
you do not tell us it is too dry or too wet. Your people notice. Davey is the expert, so if a
tree is going bad, you need to tell us. If a tree dies and you have not said anything, we are
going to want to know why. It is the same thing with the sod. The Davey crews are out
there every day. Our staff is, too, but we are not on the grass.
Mr. Mansfield stated we are human and might miss something sometimes, but that is
why we cover for each other.
Mr. Berube stated if we have a hot spot, we need to know as soon as possible. Your
crews are out here all week picking up trash and cutting the grass. If they see something,
they need to tell us. We are happy to fix it. We do not want to wait until everything is
dead and then you tell us we have a problem. It does not work that way. I think you are
learning in dealing with us that we are cooperative, but do not wait until it is too late.
Mr. Mansfield stated I totally agree.
Mr. Berube stated we have irrigation-measuring cans. That will go into effect as soon
as Mr. van der Snel can get it into the schedule. I know the Davey sod guy will be
around. We will take input from everyone and move forward.
Mr. van der Snel stated we discussed today that the Estates needed attention.
Mr. Berube asked do you mean the plantings in the big brown areas?
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Mr. Mansfield stated it was really overgrown and limbs were down. Mr. Bennett
cleaned those three areas, and now it looks like a big, open area. To just add mulch to that
area and have debris fall in those areas compared to the other areas that have nice plant
material, it looks totally different than the other areas that are open. I want to offer a
thought that if you want to do something in that area to make it more of a residentfriendly area, that is up to the Board.
Mr. Berube stated I think we would all agree that it is barren in there, but for most of
a decade, no one has lived in that area. Now, things have come alive, and residents live
there. I think they deserve the same landscape quality that everyone else has. Thank you
for pointing it out. We will run this budget pretty tight this year because of several things
we already have going on. Now that it has been brought to our attention, maybe next
month, we will see where we are in the budget and possibly request a proposal.
Ms. Kassel stated it is difficult to grow anything under oak trees.
Mr. Walls stated I am not necessarily opposed to landscaping it, but I thought it was
left open on purpose, like a scrub-looking area.
Ms. Kassel stated it looks really nice that way.
Mr. Walls stated I thought it was part of the ambiance with leaves coming down and
filling up the area.
Ms. Kassel stated natural Florida.
Mr. Walls stated yes.
Mr. Berube stated maybe it is.
Mr. Walls stated I thought that was the whole point.
Mr. Mansfield stated that is why I brought it to your attention.
Ms. Kassel stated we will look at it and review it next month.
Mr. Berube stated we have not received any complaints. Mr. Mansfield’s observation
is not necessarily a complaint. I am just pointing it out.
Mr. Walls stated honestly, if I lived there, I would rather it look like the top picture
than the bottom one.
Mr. Berube stated we will all think about it, and next month, we will decide whether
or not to do any changes. Natural is okay. It looks better now that he cleaned it up, no
doubt.
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Mr. Farnsworth stated where you say you are going to hide completed items on your
spreadsheet, note my comment to do that only after you show us at one of these meetings
that it was complete. Do not hide it before, which you did this time. I will point out the
items that the Board granted were completed last month. Some things disappeared from
the list because they were hidden. Are all of them complete? Does Mr. van der Snel agree
that they were completed?
Mr. van der Snel stated yes, we reviewed this together.
Mr. Farnsworth stated you may have reviewed it with Mr. Mansfield, but the Board
never saw it. Before you delete anything off the list, show us in a monthly report that
those items are completed.
Mr. Mansfield stated I should have just marked them complete and then hidden it.
Mr. Farnsworth stated once the Board has acknowledged that they are completed,
then you can hide them from then on. If they have not been completed before last
month’s meeting, then this month, you show us what is completed.
Mr. Mansfield stated what I am trying to say is that working during the month, I will
hide it. I will also have it marked complete when I send it to you.
Mr. Berube stated at least one cycle, show that it is complete. Then the next month,
the completed ones can be hidden. This should end this month for all items.
Mr. Mansfield stated yes.
Mr. Farnsworth stated next month, he will show what is complete.
Mr. Berube stated yes, it will show completed and then it is done. At that point, this
ground-zero list should disappear.
Mr. Farnsworth stated the ones that remain this month should be checked off as
completed next month.
Ms. Kassel stated some things are not on that list, such as replacement of the fringe
trees and ferns.
Mr. Berube stated we will have a ground-one list coming up.
Ms. Kassel stated yes.
Mr. van der Snel stated the purpose of the ground-zero list was a place to start. Then
every Friday or one day during the week, we do a drive-through with the landscape
manager for an immediate action list. We are not going to post it but just go from there. If
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that is still not working, I will notify the Board that I am getting lists every Friday, and I
have to constantly chase it.
Mr. Berube stated Mr. van der Snel has a list of notes where you are keeping track of
things. I do not think you are keeping it all in your head.
Mr. van der Snel stated yes.
Mr. Berube stated perhaps roll it into a note like this.
Mr. Farnsworth stated you can add your own comments to this before it is submitted
to us.
Mr. van der Snel stated the purpose of the ground-zero list was to have a place to start
since we needed to start somewhere.
Mr. Berube stated Mr. van der Snel manages this on a day-to-day basis. If you are
happy with what has been stated here tonight, I am okay with letting you proceed. We
will see what happens.
Mr. van der Snel stated it is still in process.
Mr. Farnsworth stated on the portion that is shown, two items disappeared. One was
from December. Are you claiming that it is completed?
Mr. van der Snel stated yes, we replaced the sod that was troubled in front of the sun
dial park, and we replaced it with jack frost and jasmine. The grass just would not grow
there. We tried it three times.
Mr. Farnsworth asked what about the azaleas on Cat Brier? Is that complete?
Mr. van der Snel stated yes.
Mr. Farnsworth stated the one right above it was tacked on to the end of last month’s
report. When you look at it, it appears to be a duplicate of the mimosa. Is that the reason
it was dropped?
Mr. van der Snel stated yes.
Mr. Berube stated Mr. Mansfield is talking about replacing people, possibly with
someone from up north. It is a week before Christmas. Realistically, no one is going to
move here during the holiday period.
Mr. Mansfield stated in the first week or two of January, we could get someone here
by that time. I have already started that process rolling so it will not be a cold call now. I
started it even before I made the offer to the person at Ave Maria.
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Mr. Berube stated for the benefit of the Board, last month, we asked Mr. Moyer to
send a letter to Davey in Ohio that brought a response from a couple people in Ohio.
Mr. Moyer stated the response was immediate, for the most part. I sent it on Tuesday,
and their vice president was down here on Wednesday, trying to meet with Mr. van der
Snel and Mr. Berube on Thursday. That did not work out because of scheduling, but he
was here.
Mr. Mansfield stated he was here for his normal three-month visit. It worked out. The
timing was great.
Mr. Moyer stated they were responsive.
Mr. Berube stated I was in Atlanta or somewhere, and Mr. van der Snel was going on
vacation. So it was the perfect moment to meet with the vice president. The response was
fast. I am sure some of that led to giving Mr. Mansfield some openings to make some
changes.
Mr. Mansfield stated I would like to say that it did, but this was all in process. My
budget for 2017 included what I am doing now and everything of that nature. On
Wednesday night, I meet with the Celebration CDD Board, and on Thursday night, I
meet with you here. Every Friday, I have to present all this information to the president,
vice president, and every branch manager. It is not that he was not already aware of it. It
was nothing new to him, which is why I responded back. We work as a team. That is why
I sent the letter and sent a response to Mr. Moyer before the vice president did. I do not
mind that at all. It does not change what I am going to do. I am just glad I have someone
to support me. That will help tremendously. That is why we are big and can do that. I am
glad you did what you felt was necessary. We will get it done.
Mr. Farnsworth stated the lawn mowers are rutting and leaving tracks simply because
the mower goes in the exact came pattern every time.
Mr. Mansfield stated the sod guy and I discussed that today, and we are going to
teach them how to do something different to take care of that.
Mr. Farnsworth stated this is one example, but it is widespread.
Ms. Kassel stated it is everywhere.
Mr. Berube stated we understand what happens. The guy doing the mowing takes the
quickest, easiest path every single time.
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Mr. Mansfield stated in certain areas, there is no other way. In that area, there are
other ways to do it.
Mr. Berube stated we are hearing reasonably good things this month.
Mr. Walls stated I gave you a hard time last month, but I am taking it away this
month. I do not care where you get the new person from, as long as they work well and
can do the job.
Mr. Mansfield stated I did the same thing in Celebration by bringing someone in like
this. In that case, it worked perfectly. Unfortunately, it did not work the same way here. I
promoted that person to a management position that was a little higher than what Mr.
Rukkila had. People react differently to their positions, and Mr. Bennett was just not able
to step up and do it. So we will make that change.
SIXTH ORDER OF BUSINESS
Developer’s Report
A. Waterside, Parcel O
Ms. Sambuca stated we are getting very close on this parcel with Meritage, who is
doing their due diligence. We anticipate closing at the end of this month for building in
the first quarter of 2017.
Mr. Berube asked is this still a construction area, so should people be told that kids
should not play in the park?
Ms. Sambuca stated while it looks finished, there are still a few things being done
with sod. The roads need to be swept. We have our final walk-through next week. People
can use the park. It is available for resident use. It is not necessarily a construction zone,
but we will be wrapping it up next week. I would ask people to hold off if they can.
B. Playground Equipment
Ms. Sambuca stated the playground equipment has been installed in those two parks:
a swing set, a climber, benches, and doggie pots. That section is being completed.
C. Lennar
Ms. Sambuca stated Lennar will be closing on the remaining 19 lots within H-1 –
Hawthorne – and F – Cherry Hill. Seven remain in H-1. The middle section has 35-foot
lots, and they will be closing tomorrow.
D. Town Hall Meeting
Ms. Sambuca stated as a reminder, the town hall meeting is Thursday, January 19,
2017, at 6:00 p.m. in this room.
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E. Site Map
Ms. Sambuca stated before the meeting, Mr. Farnsworth approached me for a site
map for the website. If you let me know what you are looking for, Mr. Steve Boyd or I
can provide it to you. The street name map that is on the website now that Mr. Boyd
produced for you is the latest version. If you are looking for something different, let us
know. He does our maps for us.
SEVENTH ORDER OF BUSINESS
Staff Reports
A. Engineer
i. Canoe Launch Facility
Mr. Berube stated I spoke with Mr. Boyd earlier today. The replacement of the dock
facility in front of the kayaks and the canoes is going to require going back to the original
permit and redoing it. Mr. Randy Austin did the original permit with SFWMD. That will
require a signature from the developer and between $1,100 to $1,500 in permit fees from
the District. Realistically, the permit process with SFWMD will take about 60 days. It
could be a little less or a little more. We do not have much choice. I think we heard from
Ms. Sambuca last month that it should not be a problem with the developer signing the
permit as the owner. Mr. Boyd will handle all that and move forward. We do not have
much choice because we need to fix it.
ii. Status of Butterfly Drive Park
Mr. Berube stated the County is not going to move from their position.
Ms. Kassel stated I talked with Commissioner Fred Hawkins, Jr. a couple weeks ago,
and he said that it would not be a problem and we would not be required to install trees.
Mr. Berube stated Mr. Joe Johnson has a different opinion.
Ms. Kassel stated I will talk with Commissioner Hawkins again.
Mr. Walls stated Commissioner Hawkins cannot tell their staff what to do.
Ms. Kassel stated I am going to ask him why he told me that, if that is not the case.
Mr. Berube stated we originally approved $42,855 for that project. Included were 11
oak trees and 32 crepe myrtles. We budgeted for 43 trees, at a total of $10,850. Our latest
demand from the County was for 34 trees at about $500 each, or $17,000. That would
add $6,150 to our budgeted amount for trees. That is taking Davey’s quote at face value.
Perhaps there are some nurseries or tree companies around that would like to sell us 34
oak trees that are over 10 feet tall with a three-inch caliper for less than $17,000. That is
the only thing holding us up on final permitting of this park, for us to say “yes” to getting
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the tree plan drawn by a landscape architect, probably Mr. Kent Foreman at a cost of
about $200, adding that to the permit request, and sending it to the County.
Mr. Farnsworth stated a point of edification for me. Where did the rules about the
number of trees come from? Are they written down somewhere?
Mr. Berube stated yes, Osceola County sidewalk beautification.
Mr. Moyer stated it is part of their land development code.
Mr. Farnsworth stated I find it fascinating when you go to develop an area that all of a
sudden, you are required to install more trees than were there to begin with. That makes
no sense to me.
Mr. Berube stated when you pour a sidewalk, you are making an improvement. Part
of the improvement is the number of trees. They have requirements. Remember the
sidewalk width discussion?
Mr. Farnsworth stated yes. Some of this is not logical.
Mr. Berube stated I know. If you are a developer, a builder, or a CDD that is putting
in a sidewalk, they want you to spend all your money to make it look good. We can argue
about it all day. We knew we were going to have to plant some trees. We thought we
needed to install 43 trees. The end requirement is 34. The change is that we cannot plant
$150 crepe myrtles. We have to plant $500+ oaks or other canopy trees.
Mr. Farnsworth asked what are the main trees on Cat Brier Boulevard?
Ms. Kassel stated live oaks.
Mr. Berube stated they have to be canopy trees, such as live oaks along the main
boulevards or sycamores on the interior streets. That is what the County wants. I am of
the opinion that we can get a better deal, maybe through Davey, from someone else who
wants to sell and install $17,000 worth of trees. May we can, and maybe we cannot.
Ms. Kassel stated Mr. Moyer had sent an email to Mr. Brian Smith when I copied you
on the proposal from Davey, saying this was considerably higher than we anticipated.
Mr. Moyer stated he did respond to me. I misunderstood that the issue had been taken
care of based on our discussion at the last meeting. If not, I will ask him again.
Ms. Kassel stated yes. Mr. Mansfield came back with another quote, but it was not for
trees that would comply with the requirements. It did not really do us any good. They
have to be three-inch caliper trees at breast height, and 10 to 12 feet tall when planted,
not just 10 to 12 feet tall.
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Mr. Walls stated in terms of this project, my concern is the same one that I had last
month: the cost is expanding. We had a certain budget that was coming out of the capital
projects fund. The playgrounds we are putting in are costing more than we initially
anticipated. There is going to be a delta between what is left in that fund and what this
sidewalk project is going to cost. Before I am comfortable in moving forward with this, I
want to see what that delta is to see if it is worthwhile, in my opinion, to continue. Mr.
LeMenager made a good point last month when he said if this tree requirement and the
other issues we face are going to push this over that tipping point, then there probably is
some merit in going back to the residents and telling them the County government
requirements are making this too costly and you need to take this up with them because it
is their fault.
Mr. Farnsworth stated I tend to agree with you.
Mr. Walls stated that is where I will stand on this. I never thought the sidewalk was
vital anyway.
Mr. Farnsworth stated it is a good idea.
Mr. Walls stated yes, but it needs to be economical.
Mr. Farnsworth stated yes.
Mr. van der Snel asked are the requirements the same for a shell path like we have on
the side of the dog park?
Mr. Berube stated yes. You do not want to be cheap and put a shell path in front of
people’s houses.
Mr. van der Snel stated it might change the name from a sidewalk to a pathway.
Mr. Berube stated it is a sidewalk now. The permit is already there. That is what they
will not walk away from. The big mistake was putting out that we were going to pour a
sidewalk. It should have been called something else: a park, a walk path, or a running
trail. Anything other than sidewalk would have been approved. Now the permit that is
there says sidewalk. They will not move on it.
Mr. Walls stated I want to see a reconciliation of these costs and what we have left in
that fund once we hone in on what the cost will be.
Mr. Berube stated I am as irritated and perturbed about the way the whole thing is
going as everyone else is. However, we get a lot of benefit from our parks. People use
them, they like them, and they like all the equipment. There is a big demand for them.
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The sidewalk around Long Pond gets a tremendous amount of use. It astounds me how
many people walk around that pond on that sidewalk. When you live there, you see it. I
think we get a lot of benefit. I think we have taken to going with people’s wants for
recreation. I still think it is a good move to put that in and ultimately develop it as a park
area.
Ms. Kassel stated we need to get an estimate on the trees and revisit this next month.
Mr. Berube stated we have $10,850 as part of the originally approved budget for this
sidewalk. If we can buy 34 trees that meet the specifications for $10,850, is everyone
comfortable?
Ms. Kassel stated there is no delta for that amount.
Mr. Berube stated we will not touch any other money.
Mr. Walls stated it still will not be enough money in the capital projects fund.
Mr. Berube stated yes there is because we have not touched any of this yet.
Mr. Walls stated the playgrounds that are being installed are costing more than we
had budgeted.
Mr. Berube stated yes, and the place where that overrun is probably going to have to
come from is miscellaneous landscape or some other movement from reserves.
Mr. Walls stated in total, we are spending more money than we had allocated.
Something is going to have to give because of that.
Mr. Berube stated yes.
Mr. Walls stated I want to make sure we are comfortable with whatever has to give
before we do that.
Mr. Berube stated we still have not exhausted available funds in the budget to do
everything we agreed to so far to include this park, the two playgrounds at H-1 and H-2,
and another overrun that we knew was coming, which I forget what it is right now. We
have $25,000 in miscellaneous landscape, and that would be the line item where the
money is transferred from without touching reserves if we decide to go that route. What I
am hearing is that we need another estimate on trees.
Ms. Kassel stated maybe two.
Mr. Berube stated I will ask Ms. Kassel to handle that since you started the process.
Ms. Kassel stated we will get estimates from elsewhere because Davey has already
given us two estimates. One was really high, and the second was brought down to a more
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reasonable cost but did not comply with the requirements. It is time to look into other
options. Mr. van der Snel and I will work on this.
Mr. Berube stated next month, we want to see an accounting of what we have on the
table already for the two playgrounds and this park. I thought we were expecting another
one.
Ms. Kassel stated not from the construction fund. We spent too much on the Blazing
Star Park.
Mr. Berube stated yes, that was prior to knowing all this.
Mr. Moyer stated we are looking for 34 canopy trees.
Mr. Berube stated yes, three-inch caliper at breast height and 10 to 12 feet tall when
planted. Mr. Moyer can look at what is pending in these areas so we know what money is
available.
B. Attorney
Mr. Qualls stated I received an email from Mr. David Evans who represents the
developer regarding neighborhood O-1. I guess what happens is when it is raw land, the
District gets a blanket easement over the entire raw land. This would be the ninth
amendment to that drainage easement. Once the land is platted, the easement is revised to
remove a portion of that easement. I have the ninth amendment of the drainage easement
for the Board’s consideration. I reviewed it and do not see a problem with it. I will ask
the Board to approve this for the Chairman to execute.
Mr. Berube asked is this normal?
Mr. Moyer stated yes, it is. The plat is what governs. When you develop raw land,
you do not know with certainty where all the things are going. So they grant blanket
easements. When the plat is done, then they vacate the blanket easement.
Mr. Qualls stated Mr. Evans indicated that the CDD was granted, very early in the
development of Harmony, a blanket easement over the lands within the District. The
drainage easement provides that it will be released from lands as they are platted.
Accordingly, as neighborhood O-1 is being platted, this amendment needs to be executed
to accomplish the release of neighborhood O-1. When the plat is recorded, they will
include the plat recording information.
Mr. Berube asked this requires a signature?
Mr. Qualls stated yes.
Mr. Farnsworth asked does this require a motion?
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Mr. Moyer stated you are giving up a right, so I think you ought to do that by motion.
On MOTION by Mr. Farnsworth, seconded by Mr.
Bokunic, with all in favor, unanimous approval was given
to the ninth amendment to the drainage easement related to
neighborhood O-1, as reviewed by legal counsel, and for
execution by the Chairman, as discussed.
Mr. Qualls stated we have the executed agreement for neighborhood I that you
requested we complete last month.
C. Field Manager
i. Facilities Maintenance (Parks, Pools, Boats, etc.)
The monthly facilities maintenance report is contained in the agenda package and is
available for public review in the District Office during normal business hours or on the
website.
Mr. Farnsworth stated last month, it was reported that the water spigot was replaced
with a “professional water station.”
Mr. van der Snel stated I trusted Toho Water Authority too much. The problem is,
there is a water spigot underneath the flag poles. They cannot find the water meter or a
water shut-off for that spigot. It is also for the water station in the park. I spent four or
five hours on it already. We wanted to make it look nicer, but I told the guys to just cover
it with dirt because it is a dead end in many ways. I usually do not give up, but this had
taken a lot of time.
Mr. Berube asked why are we trying to fix it? Does it leak?
Mr. van der Snel stated when it starts leaking or we have a break, we have a problem
because we do not know how to shut it off. That makes me nervous if I have a water line
where I do not know where the shut-off is. I know it for every other place on the
property, but not for that location.
Mr. Berube stated call 2-1-1, which is the underground locate company. They will not
do it for free, but ask them how much it will cost to have them ultrasound that back to its
meter. It cannot be much money. Toho Water Authority will not do it, but 2-1-1 does the
utility locates. Most of the time, it is free if you are going to dig. But just be straight with
them and tell them that we need to figure it out. They have the ultrasound that will find
the meter. It has to go somewhere. Let us know how much it costs, and we can consider it
next month. I cannot imagine it is $200.
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Mr. van der Snel stated we made a beautiful water station for it that is already made.
We wanted to make it look nicer.
Mr. Berube stated as you said, if that spigot gets broken or the pipe gets broken, we
will need to repair it.
Mr. van der Snel stated it is a 1.5-inch line, and if it breaks, it will cause a lot of
damage.
Mr. Walls stated if they cannot do it, most sewer companies have that capability.
Someone can do it.
Mr. Farnsworth asked after you get your specialist certified on December 20, are you
going to be returning to your pond maintenance table and so forth? Will they start
maintaining that again?
Mr. van der Snel stated what I found is that report was confusing. What we are doing
now is reporting that we treated the ponds with the pond numbers and what we did during
that period of time.
Mr. Farnsworth stated even this will work. I do not have these pond numbers
memorized.
Mr. van der Snel stated I can provide you with a pond map.
Mr. Farnsworth stated whenever this report comes up, I need something to show me
the pond numbers.
Mr. van der Snel stated you already have that.
Mr. Farnsworth stated I know I do, but it is not in the report. I can go find it.
Ms. Kassel stated I like the table because you are telling us what has been treated.
What you are not telling us is the condition of all the ponds and what is growing on a
month-to-month basis.
Mr. van der Snel stated we can bring that back.
Ms. Kassel stated especially since this is a relatively new thing for the CDD and you
have recently retaken over the golf course ponds. There are a lot of ponds. It is best that
we know what we are dealing with on a month-to-month basis so that the CDD is fully
apprised of what is going on with the ponds. It is a significant part of our obligation.
Mr. van der Snel stated the SE-Pro Manufacturing representative visited us, and he
emailed us with what he terms “prescription.” It has a picture of the pond. He analyzes it
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and gives the product to use, which are their products that they advise using. He will
monitor that in the beginning. I will get the report in order.
Mr. Farnsworth asked how much does that activity cost us?
Mr. van der Snel stated nothing.
Ms. Kassel stated because the chemicals cost us as much as having Bio-Tech here to
do our ponds.
Mr. Berube stated so far, that is true, but that will change.
Mr. van der Snel stated we had to go to a ground-zero point with the ponds because
they looked bad. We had to hit them hard while working within the laws of applying
products 20 days apart within three months. How they look now is far better than they
looked when we started. We are ready to take pictures again. Florida State-wide had
problems with algae. Even Buck Lake has algae. We fought a battle with algae. SeClear
is an algae treatment. It clears the water but also attacks the algae. We are working with a
product that not only attacks the surface but also underneath the algae mats. That is what
we are working on now. It is a process. We have 43 ponds, and it takes time.
Mr. Berube stated there is a lot of stuff going on. SeClear is expensive, and we had a
conversation about that today because it is getting too expensive compared to having
someone else treat it. Mr. van der Snel told me usage will back off significantly now, (1)
because it is winter and (2) because the algae are under control. We also spent a lot of
money satisfying Mr. Bob Glantz’s request to clean up these ponds in anticipation of
their grand opening. We would not normally do that, but we appeased the developer.
Because we can use this room for free, we sometimes have a quid pro quo even though it
was more expensive to treat the ponds.
Mr. Walls stated if they wanted the pond cleaned up more than we were doing, they
could have paid for it.
Mr. van der Snel stated that is what I said.
Mr. Walls stated the next time they ask for that, I expect that request to come to the
Board.
Mr. Berube stated it will not happen again. If you remember, they wanted more than
what we were doing, and we said we were going to continue our maintenance program.
Mr. Walls stated I would appreciate if you did not make those decisions without
Board approval.
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Mr. Berube stated I understand. I did not expect that it was going to cost that much,
either.
Mr. Walls stated I am not here to please the developer.
Mr. Berube stated I understand.
ii. Facilities Usage (Boats and Others)
The monthly facilities usage report is contained in the agenda package and is
available for public review in the District Office during normal business hours or on the
website.
iii. Facebook Activities
The monthly Facebook activities report is contained in the agenda package and is
available for public review in the District Office during normal business hours or on the
website.
Mr. Farnsworth stated the report indicates zero this month. There were no
communications from any resident to any of the field staff?
Mr. van der Snel stated it is a Facebook report, and it is what has been posted on
Facebook. No one has sent a message on Facebook.
Mr. Farnsworth stated I am not saying this situation is impossible, but it sounded very
unlikely that you would go a whole month and no resident communicated with you. I just
wanted to make sure it was right.
Mr. van der Snel stated it is through posts, and it is correct.
Ms. Kassel stated maybe they were not communicating through Facebook or instant
message or the normal channels on Facebook. I texted him a number of times for things
like the dog park gates, which is not showing up, but that was through a text, not
Facebook.
Mr. Farnsworth stated we used to have a communications log, which Mr. Moyer’s
office maintained. I guess that has flipped over to this report, which is stated as being
Facebook, but it should be more than just Facebook. It should be all resident
communications, like a communication log.
Mr. van der Snel stated usually it is troubleshooting things that I can fix immediately.
If you want me to include all that in the report, I can.
Mr. Farnsworth stated I am not sure how far to take that.
Ms. Kassel stated we just want to know what the reports are, so that they are
consistent over time and so we are aware of issues. If there is no documentation, then the
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CDD is not aware of what kinds of issues are coming up that the field services people are
dealing with.
Mr. van der Snel stated I understand.
Mr. Berube stated record it if you get a communication from a resident about
something that needs attention.
Mr. van der Snel stated I did not have any this month.
Mr. Berube stated it is quite possible you did not have any. There has not been much
activity.
Mr. Farnsworth stated it is not impossible to have zero, but it is unlikely.
Ms. Kassel stated maybe he is not including what came from me because I am on the
Board, but the rest of the Board does not know what came from me. I contacted Mr. van
der Snel for things like ant hills in the dog parks and the gate closures at the dog parks.
Mr. Farnsworth stated it may sound trivial, but it gives you some feel for where the
resident concerns are.
Mr. Berube stated whatever request Mr. van der Snel gets for attention from any
source through any means, call it the communication log rather than the Facebook report.
Ms. Kassel stated copy and paste. I can send it via Facebook instant messenger so that
it is easier to copy and paste into a log than it would be through a text. What is happening
with the dog park gate closures?
Mr. van der Snel stated they looked at it again. It is supposed to be self-latching. We
tried to adjust it again and again. After I addressed your concern, I have not heard
anything else. It is very hard to educate people to lock the gate.
Ms. Kassel stated that is why it is supposed to be self-latching.
Mr. van der Snel stated yes. I will have them come back and redo all the gates in a
way that is satisfying to the Board.
Ms. Kassel stated it is really to satisfy the people who use the dog park. They are
butterfly latches on either side of the gate, so they pop down on either side of the post.
The gate closes, and they are supposed to pop down automatically so that you cannot
open it either way. What happens is, people flip them up, open the gate, and they stay up.
The gates closes, but they are still up. So if a dog comes to that gate, all it has to do is
push out with its nose.
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Mr. Berube stated my recollection is that the gates have to open both ways. Or can
they open only one way?
Ms. Kassel stated they are not opening both ways. I do not know if that is legal or not.
I had originally asked for the gates to close automatically. What would happen is, kids
particularly but also adults would open the gate to go into the dog park. They may close it
behind them, but when they left the dog park, they would leave the gates wide open. If
someone comes in the gate on the other side, the dog can run out the other side through
the open gate, and the owner has to chase the dog. I was asking for gates that
automatically closed. What that resulted in was the drop fork at the time was sawed in
half, and then it closed one way, which was sort of a solution. I do not know if it is legal
that the gates close only one way, but that sort of worked. If you have the gate closed that
way and it is just on a spring and does not self lock, if a dog is coming into the park and
the only way the gate opens is into the park, that dog coming into the park if it is not on a
leash can force its way into the park where there are other dogs that it might not get along
with. That is why the self-locking latches are important. It does not really matter which
way the gate opens, as long as when the gate closes, it locks so that a dog cannot push its
way in or out.
Mr. Berube asked do we have the springs still on the gates to re-center them? Is there
nothing on the gate to close the gate back to center?
Ms. Kassel stated no.
Mr. van der Snel stated they put on self-locking hinges.
Mr. Berube asked is the gate moving back to latch position on its own?
Mr. van der Snel stated yes; it keeps itself latched.
Ms. Kassel stated there is still a drop fork so that it does not go beyond the post. The
drop fork hits the post, and there are two latches above that which are supposed to drop
down, and they do not.
Mr. Berube stated I have seen something that will only work in one direction if we
make that decision, but I have seen magnetic latches similar to what we have at the pool.
They are not electromagnets like at the pools, but a magnetic latch. You would have a
metal stanchion either on the gate or on the post, and a magnet on the opposing piece that
will move into it. The gate closes, and the magnet gets it, so the gate is positively closed.
You cannot have that in both directions.
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Ms. Kassel asked can a dog push that open?
Mr. Bokunic stated yes.
Mr. Berube stated you cannot open those magnets.
Mr. Bokunic stated you do not know my dog.
Mr. Berube stated we need the answers to two questions. First, in an open-air dog
park like that, do we need to have two-way gates at entrance and exit points?
Mr. Qualls stated the only law I am aware of is gates around pools, which must open
outward, pursuant to Section 515.29(4), Florida Statutes. I am not aware of any such law
as it relates to a dog park.
Mr. Berube stated that is so you do not get trapped in the pool area. Mr. van der Snel
will research magnetic latches.
Mr. Walls stated we have the entry area going into the dog park where one gate opens
one way and the other gate opens the other way. So a dog can only push it open in one
area and can never get past the holding area from either side.
Mr. van der Snel stated I think that is the way it is. When the dog is inside the dog
park, it cannot get out because that is how it closes.
Ms. Kassel stated yes, but a dog can come in. If someone is coming into the dog park
and we are already in the park with our dogs, we are careful who we let our dogs hang
out with because they act as a pack when they are together. If another dog comes in, the
owner does not ask first but just comes in. If their dog is off the leash in that area, their
dog can push its way in before we can ask them to wait until we get our dogs on their
leashes and get out of the park. There is a big Doberman now. A woman takes it two or
three times a day to the small dog park. That dog is not necessarily friendly with other
dogs and is an accident waiting to happen. A number of other dogs go to the dog park and
are not that friendly with other dogs. A woman, Peggy, with a black German shepherd
recently contacted Mr. van der Snel because her dog pushed its way out from inside both
gates on the small dog park and inside the big dog park to see my dogs. That is the kind
of thing that we want to try to prevent. If a dog comes in, it should not be able to come all
the way in. If a dog is going out, it should not be able to go all the way out.
Mr. van der Snel stated we will look into it and make it work.
Mr. Berube stated you might need swing latches cut in half or magnets or bungie
cords. We will figure it out.
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iv. Playground Areas
Mr. Berube stated we are still waiting for the equipment to come in. I emailed them,
and they are waiting for the material to come in. I asked around, and Lennar was kind
enough to donate the grading to us, which is a value of about $2,000. They have a lot of
graders here for their houses, and they said they would do that for us.
Ms. Kassel stated so the estimate to complete the playgrounds will be $2,000 less
expensive, so perhaps we can apply that $2,000 to trees for the park.
Mr. Berube stated no, we had not figured in grading because it was not part of the
estimate from the installers.
Mr. Qualls stated I remember that the proposal said all site preparation was not
included.
Mr. Berube stated that is correct. At this point, we are not going to spend any money
getting done, either. We did not save anything really. We did not take anything out of
money already spent, and we did not spend any additional money. I am grateful to
Lennar. They have donated significant things in the past and specifically asked not to be
recognized for it. We did not really want this to come out in the public because once you
start giving away freebies, more people come looking. It was nice of Lennar to do
something for the community where they are selling houses. They have been good people
so far.
v. Miscellaneous
Mr. van der Snel stated the tree trimming process with Davey is not happening right
now. The guys were in an accident, which you heard earlier. There is more to the story.
Mr. Berube stated Mr. Mansfield said they are a big company and have a lot of
resources, but I do not understand that only three tree trimmers can come here when two
others are in the hospital.
Mr. van der Snel stated it is stagnant again at East Five Oaks. Mr. Mansfield thought
they were already done, and I said they are far from being done because they still have to
do the inner circles around the houses at Cat Brier, Five Oaks, and Schoolhouse. That
work has been delayed. I have been asking for stump removal for about four weeks, and
that is all related. The rutting is more significant than we think; it is everywhere. It
damages the sod, and I think it is permanent damage. I want the Board to know of my
concerns.
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Ms. Kassel asked does Mr. Moyer have this problem in Celebration, because Davey is
there, too?
Mr. Moyer stated we have similar problems in just about every community. They cut
in the same direction every week, and they do rut.
Mr. Farnsworth asked is this something that is fairly recent? I do not remember
seeing it.
Mr. Berube stated rutting has been a problem since day one with the St. Augustine
sod. The crews want to go 40 mph, so they take the longest and straightest path. There is
only one long, straight path. The right way is to cut one way the first time, perpendicular
the second time, and diagonally the third time. Most landscapers do not rotate the cut
until you yell at them for a while, but the damage is already done by the time you notice.
I have lost confidence in Davey. Every month, we keep hearing it will improve next
month. They will not be able to get a manager here between now and the second week in
January and have them up to speed. He is going to be worried about where his family will
live and how he will get a house. Mr. Mike Scarborough is a former landscape company
owner and is on staff. Mr. van der Snel, Mr. Scarborough, and I have investigated this.
We think that the field services group can expand into managing the landscape. We have
some preliminary numbers. I am not asking the Board to make any decisions tonight, but
I am letting you know what is going on in the background. The first year cost, fully
equipped, will be about what we are paying Davey now for the contract, about $450,000.
Mr. Farnsworth asked does that include tree trimming?
Mr. Berube stated yes.
Mr. Farnsworth asked including the trucks?
Mr. Berube stated yes. Tree trimming requires a chipper. It depends how you want to
do the trimming. If you want to do the whole bough, then you do what Davey does now
and rent a man lift. That is not what they are doing, though. If you notice, they are
trimming them from the ground with a pole saw. The first year of bringing this in-house
is right around what Davey is charging us, $450,000, and includes all the equipment. The
second year will be about $300,000 to $320,000. We will have five new crew members
on the ground, and one supervisor, which would be Mr. Scarborough at this point. Mr.
van der Snel would oversee the whole thing. We have developed a rough plan that details
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all this. If the Board would like a more thorough presentation next month, it is a matter of
cleaning up some of the documents and presenting it to the Board.
Mr. Farnsworth stated we will need to have a more thorough presentation before we
would even consider this.
Mr. Berube stated I understand. If the Board will automatically say no and opt to
terminate Davey, I do not know where we are at this point. What is Mr. van der Snel’s
confidence level with Davey?
Mr. van der Snel stated I want to know why the situation with Davey has to come this
far for them to respond. Does the Board trust in the consistency of the promised quality
of Davey in the next year? Will we have the same problem next year? I do not have that
faith in them.
Mr. Berube stated Mr. van der Snel spends an inordinate amount of time monitoring
Davey.
Ms. Kassel stated we understand.
Mr. Berube stated no, you do not understand how much time he spends.
Mr. Walls stated at face value, I am 100% opposed to taking over landscaping
services. You heard from Mr. Mansfield that two of his employees got in a wreck, and
they have to call in people from other places. Maybe they are not doing that, but they
should. We cannot do that.
Mr. Berube stated the wreck was on the road.
Mr. Walls stated whatever it was, it happened. We do not have that kind of network.
If one or two guys quit, then what do we do? It is not a good idea.
Ms. Kassel stated there are many reasons.
Mr. Walls stated some things you leave to contractors because they can do it better.
That is the situation for sure. If we had a staff of 25 or 30 guys that we could rotate in and
out, that is a different thing. When you are talking about a skeleton crew, someone will
get sick or hurt or quit, and we would be in a bad spot. We have a big piece of property to
maintain. I am 100% against taking that in-house. I will not even entertain it.
Mr. Berube stated I know there is a lot of risk to it. Over the years, I have been an
advocate for expanding field services and taking over many things. For the most part, it
works pretty well. Many of my thoughts were met with the response that we cannot do
that. The pools are a prime example, and ponds are another. Things are growing in the
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ponds, but the pools have never been better maintained. The reality is, if we keep Davey,
we will have this battle forever. They do not think they are making enough money here,
and Mr. Mansfield is here to continue to cut costs.
Mr. Walls stated that is not to say we should keep Davey. That is not what I am
saying. I am saying we should bid it out when the time comes.
Mr. Berube stated perhaps. If you look at the history, we had REW and were not
happy with them. We terminated them and brought in Luke Brothers. Everything was
great for six months, and then it got bad. Davey has been good until their management
changed.
Ms. Kassel stated they are bringing in someone new. Maybe things will change. They
may not. We will see, but give them another few months.
Mr. Farnsworth stated they still have part of their contract that needs to run out unless
you decide to terminate it. They are committing to new management, so give them a
chance. If they fall flat on their face, then it is time to take drastic action, but give them a
chance.
Mr. Berube stated that is fine if that is the Board’s desire. Keep in mind that if we are
going to go out for an RFP, we need to make that decision pretty soon. This contract
renews October 1, 2017, and you know how long it takes us to get an RFP back. If for
some reason we decide to bring it in-house, all that takes time. I am still an advocate for
bringing it in-house.
Ms. Kassel stated it is now December 15. Let us reevaluate at the March 2017
meeting.
Mr. Berube stated that is too late.
Ms. Kassel stated no, it is five months before the contract expires.
Mr. Berube stated we have never been able to accomplish RFPs within six months,
but we can give it a try if that is the decision the Board makes. I just want you to know
about an option in the background to bring it in-house. Then we will have direct control
over the staff. I will remind everyone on the Board that we are managing people right
now. No one has quit; everyone who has left has been released. We managed to fill
people in very quickly. It has not been an issue. Running a landscape crew is really no
different than running the crews that we have now. They do varied jobs doing a lot of
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different things. We would have to revise worker’s compensation and other things, and I
understand. But we would have direct control.
Ms. Kassel stated we understand.
Mr. Bokunic stated I would like to see what that plan looks like.
Mr. Berube stated we will provide that presentation.
EIGHTH ORDER OF BUSINESS
District Manager’s Report
A. Financial Statements for October 31, 2016
Mr. Moyer reviewed the financial statements, which are included in the agenda
package and are available for public review in the District Office during normal business
hours.
Mr. Moyer stated we are just now starting to receive revenues. As of November 30,
2016, we had received $67,000 from the tax collector. We do not really expect to receive
a lot through November 30, but I do expect to receive a lot in December and January. On
the expenditure side, we are under budget through the first two months of the fiscal year
by $66,000.
Mr. Berube stated the budget is incorrect for landscape services and the various
contracted services. We changed the way all the contracts cover things. This month, the
annuals, which should be in groundcover, were applied to landscape miscellaneous
services. That should not have happened. The four current contracts listed under
landscape services need to be revised to reflect the new contracts.
Mr. Moyer stated the accountant requested that information. All she is working off is
$31,000 per month.
Mr. Berube stated I am not complaining. I talked with Ms. Tiziana Cessna today to
find out what is going on. The reason I looked at miscellaneous services is because that is
the contingency fund for landscaping. Money was building up in there, about $7,380 so
far, and we know where it came from. One is the annual plantings, and the other is a
batch of SeClear. The SeClear should be accounted in ponds, not miscellaneous services,
and the annuals need to go under whatever contract it ends up in where the groundcover
and mulching is.
Mr. Qualls stated I will email her the contract, but this contract is for landscaped
shrubs, groundcover, and annuals. The compensation is $5,068 quarterly, or $20,272
annually. It covers plantings at $2,208 per quarter, dead heading at $715 per quarter,
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pruning at $715 per quarter, pest and disease control at $715 per quarter, and fertilization
at $715 per quarter.
Mr. Berube stated the point is that the budget needs to be adjusted to the new
contract. We are not picking on anyone but it is new. Miscellaneous services needs to be
cleared with nothing applied to that line item. This month, two of the Howard Fertilizer
& Chemical Company invoices for SeClear were put in miscellaneous services. Last
month, a Howard invoice for SeClear was put in parks and recreation. That chemical is
always applied to ponds. Any Howard invoices we have received for this year should be
for the ponds, and I do not think any of them have been applied to that line item. We
should have only three or four. They need to be removed from wherever they were
applied and put to the ponds line item.
Mr. Moyer stated I will talk with Mr. van der Snel. The proper accounting process
would be that when they receive the invoices, Mr. van der Snel signs off on those
invoices.
Mr. Berube stated I looked at the invoices, and he did not tell them what budget line
item they were for. Usually he puts a note on the bottom where it goes. None of the
invoices were noted as to where they should be applied. So they put them in whatever
line item.
B. Invoice Approval #200, Check Register, and Debit Invoices
Mr. Moyer reviewed the invoices, check register, and debit invoices, which are
included in the agenda package and are available for public review in the District Office
during normal business hours or on the website, and requested approval.
On MOTION by Mr. Bokunic, seconded by Ms. Kassel,
with all in favor, unanimous approval was given to invoice
approval #200, check register, and debit invoices, as
presented.
C. Ratification of Engagement Letter with Berger Toombs, Elam, Gaines &
Frank to Perform the Fiscal Year 2016 Audit
Mr. Moyer reviewed the engagement letter with Berger Toombs et al. to perform the
audit for fiscal year 2016 in the amount of $4,355. The budget for auditing services is
$5,100.
Mr. Berube stated if I remember correctly, they provided prices for three years, with
each year rising a little.
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Mr. Moyer stated that is correct.
Mr. Berube stated so we do not need to deal with selecting an auditor for three years.
On MOTION by Mr. Walls, seconded by Ms. Kassel, with
all in favor, unanimous approval was given to ratify the
engagement letter with Berger Toombs et al. to perform
auditing services for fiscal year 2016 in the amount of
$4,355.
E. Use Application from the Harmony High School Cross Country for a 5K
Color Run (February 11, 2017)
Mr. Moyer reviewed the use application from the Harmony High School cross
country for a 5K color run, which they have been doing for a number of years. They
requested use of the bathrooms at the Swim Club. The event is February 11, 2017, from
9:00 to 11:30 a.m.
Mr. Berube stated the restrooms are public.
Mr. Farnsworth asked they are going to be running in and out of the Swim Club area?
Ms. Kassel stated no, they just need access to the restrooms at the Swim Club.
Mr. van der Snel stated the outer restrooms, not the ones inside.
Ms. Kassel stated they will probably be running down Five Oaks.
Mr. Farnsworth stated the point is, they are not going in and out of the Swim Club.
Mr. Berube stated no.
Ms. Kassel stated they are just using the bathrooms if needed.
Mr. Berube stated to that point, those bathrooms are always open anyway. They are
never locked.
Mr. van der Snel stated that is correct; they are public bathrooms.
Mr. Berube stated I know they have locks on them, but we never lock them.
Mr. van der Snel stated that is correct; we are not allowed to lock them.
Mr. Moyer stated hearing no objection from the Board, I will sign and issue the
permit.
NINTH ORDER OF BUSINESS
Topical Subject Discussion
There being none, the next order of business followed.
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TENTH ORDER OF BUSINESS
Supervisor Requests
Mr. Farnsworth stated I have some questions as I went through the archives of
agendas and minutes. The developer used to have a Dark Sky Festival. When was the last
event? Was it 2014?
Ms. Kassel stated quite possibly. It was a developer-run and funded event. They had
the Dark Sky Festival, Winter Fest, a music and arts festival, and Oktoberfest. The
developer had paid for and run a number of these events at their own expense as a way of
attracting prospective buyers to Harmony. When Starwood Land Ventures came in April
2014, all of that went away. Starwood Land Ventures felt that it was not a good
expenditure of their funds and that the events not performing to their expectations. They
just cut them out, along with many other things.
Mr. Farnsworth asked do you have any idea what they cost?
Ms. Kassel stated what we heard at the HOA meeting a couple weeks ago was that
the Dark Sky Festival cost $30,000, not including the staff hours that were devoted to it.
Mr. Berube stated at the winter carnival when they had the two big piles of snow and
two big slides, it cost $20,000.
Ms. Kassel stated the social committee was going to do snow slides in January. We
were trying to get it for this month. That cost about $7,000. It was a ridiculous amount for
just a few hours of shaved ice.
Mr. Farnsworth asked who does the Fourth of July fireworks? Do we do that, or does
the developer do that?
Mr. Berube stated there are no fireworks here.
Ms. Kassel stated individual residents set off their own fireworks. That is what you
heard.
Mr. Farnsworth asked when are the fish in the ponds restocked?
Mr. Berube stated they are not.
Mr. Farnsworth asked they never have been?
Ms. Kassel stated the only thing the ponds were stocked with, as far as I know, were
grass carp that are supposed to keep down a certain kind of growth in the ponds. We
probably lost most of them.
Mr. Berube stated it was at least five years ago when we did any of that. The idea was
to let them eat the grass and the underwater growth.
Mr. Farnsworth asked do we restock fish in the ponds or does someone?
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Mr. Berube stated as our policy, we do not.
Mr. Farnsworth stated most of the audience is gone, but I wanted to be sure everyone
was aware that Mr. van der Snel now has a Harmony Field Services Facebook page. You
can interact with him and see the photographs that he posts, and so forth.
Mr. van der Snel stated there is also a link on the website that takes you to the
Facebook page.
ELEVENTH ORDER OF BUSINESS
Adjournment
The next meeting is scheduled for Thursday, January 27, 2017, at 6:00 p.m.
On MOTION by Mr. Berube, seconded by Mr. Bokunic,
with all in favor, the meeting was adjourned at 8:05 p.m.

_________________________________
Gary L. Moyer, Secretary

____________________________________
Steve Berube, Chairman
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HARMONY
MONTHLY LANDSCAPE REPORT
Provided by The Davey Tree Expert Company

OVERVIEW
 FOCUS – The recent focus has been to organize the Orlando Branch &
Harmony Staff to meet all service needs of the Harmony contract terms
on a consistent basis. Step One: Increase the number of salaried
management positions at the Branch level from one Branch Manager to
three people. A position of Production Manager was added to cover
operations in the Orlando area and a Project Manager was hired at the
Harmony location. See attached Organizational Chart. Step Two: Hire
the person for the position of Project Manager at Harmony who has full
accountability for all operations at the Harmony location. Ashley Roberts
was hired as the Project Manager who has been with Davey Tree in the
South Florida and Orlando for over five years. Ashley is a seasoned
manager with experience, leadership and communication skills.
Additionally, she is technically efficient in all aspects of Landscape
Maintenance including the completion of all Davey Certified Courses
including the Institute of Grounds Management and Advanced
Leadership. Ashely is also mechanically skilled to repair all equipment
including trucks. Step Three: Set up a yearly planning calendar to
communicate when items in the contract are scheduled to be completed
and a mowing/detail tracking sheet to be completed weekly to assure all
items are complete. Notes will be made on the sheet if any items are
skipped for prudent landscape practices to protect/prevent damage to
turf/plant material. This call will be made by the Project Manager. See
attached forms. Step Four: On-Site Crew was given a chance to remain
as part of the crew if they were willing to adjust to changes made by the
New Project Manager. As anticipated the crew leadership decided to
leave and we had our best Detail Crew Leader on site day one with the
new manager and will remain for two weeks as the staff is reworked.
Step Five: Reworking Staff is in process including looking to fill one of
the positions with a skilled landscape construction and/or tree person to
improve tree trimming and performance in enhancement work. We have
offered the position to a former Davey Tree employee from the Chicago
area who moved to the area recently. He has accepted the position and all
paperwork/background/drug testing is being completed with anticipated
start date to be around January 18th. The Detail Crew Leader from
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Orlando and two other Orlando employees are on site. Step Six: There
was a Harmony Work day on January 13th where 12 additional people
were brought in to help with mulching, tree trimming and planting
mimosa. There will be one additional work day scheduled the week of
January 23rd to complete mulching and tree work. Step Seven: review the
mowing schedule weekly and update the weekly service check sheet
accordingly. Step Eight: Set up contract with Signature Sod for all
Fertilization items as outlined in contract.
LAWN CARE-PEST-DISEASE CONTROL
 Turf Application – the second round of lawn care has been moved up
to January 19th & 20th. It was originally scheduled for the first week in
February. This will include service on all turf types including a preemergent on the St. Augustine turf.
 Chinch Bugs – a small amount of Ching Bug activity has been
observed and treated as necessary.
 Turf Replacement – There is 8,000 sq. ft. of sod being replaced on
Monday January 23rd and into the 24th if necessary. We would
appreciate this cost be split 50/50 between Davey and Harmony. We
can address this at this month’s Board Meeting.
SHRUB-GROUND COVER CARE
 Mimosa – five hundred plants were installed under warranty and an
additional 200 will be needed to complete the work. Work is
scheduled for the week of January 23rd.
 Annual Flowers – second flower rotation of the new contract period is
scheduled for the week of January 16th.
TREE CARE
 Tree Pruning – the tree pruning continued with too slow of
progression and one period of lack of quality pruning. These people
have been removed, tree trimming is being finish in the two work
days and the last one is the week of January 23rd.
 Tree Inspections – Ashley is scheduling an inspection of all trees with
the Davey Tree Branch to assess any tree care needs. She is
coordinating this with the tree division and Gerhard.
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MULCH
 Mulching – Standard mulch and playground mulch will be completed
by the end of January.
YARD CLEAN UP
 Tree & Plant Debris – portion of the tree debris was removed and the
remaining debris was chipped up for use as a mulch base for the yard.
 Standard Trash – a 30yard dumpster has been brought in to clean up
remaining items in the yard.
 ConX Boxes – three additional ConX boxes are being transferred
from the Orlando yard to the Harmony yard on Monday the 16 th. One
is to be used as work shop, one for equipment storage and one for 2
cycle equipment/office.
 Chemical Storage – a small separate metal container designated for
chemicals will be transferred from Orlando also.

Thank you!
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HARMONY GROUND ZERO LIST
ITEM

ADDRESS

WHIP GRASS AT EDGE OF NATURAL
AREA

LEAVING GERHARDS OFFICE AREA

EDGE TREE RINGS

LEAVING GERHARDS OFFICE AREA

SCHEDULED

WEEK OF OCTOBER
3RD
WEEK OF OCTOBER
10TH

COMPLETED

COMPLETED
COMPLETED

SCREEN AREA FOR SOD REPLACEMENT E FIVE OAKS AREA

DECEMBER

COMPLETED

SCREEN AREA FOR SOD REPLACEMENT ACROSS FROM SECTION 0

DECEMBER

developer issue

SCREEN AREA FOR SOD REPLACEMENT FRONT OF SWIM CLUB

DECEMBER

COMPLETED

SCREEN AREA FOR SOD REPLACEMENT TOWN SQUARE

DECEMBER

COMPLETED

SCREEN FOR SOD REPLACEMENT

ASHLEY PARK

DECEMBER

COMPLETED

SCAN FOR SOD REPLACEMENT

CLAYBRICK

DECEMBER

COMPLETED

SCAN FOR SOD REPLACEMENT

CATBRIAR

COMPLETED

REPLACE Mimosa

CATBRIAR

REPLACE 6 AZALEAS

CATBRIAR

WEEDS IN BEDS

WILLOW DOG PARK

CLEAN UP LINE ALONG FENCE/SPRAY

WILLOW DOG PARK

REMOVE VINES FROM SHRUBS

WILLOW DOG PARK

DECEMBER
WEEK OF OCTOBER
24TH
WEEK OF OCTOBER
24TH
WEEK OF OCTOBER
3RD
WEEK OF OCTOBER
3RD
WEEK OF OCTOBER
3RD

TRIM LARGER SHRUBS

WILLOW DOG PARK

WEEK OF OCTOBER
10TH

TRIM LARGER SHRUBS ALONG DOG
DRIVEWAY & NEXT TO HOUSE

ADJACENT TO ACTUAL DOG AREA

WEEDS IN BEDS

WILLOW DOG PARK

MORE CONSISTENT ANT CONTROL

WILLOW DOG PARK

SPARY DRIVEWAY

ADJACENT TO WILLOW DOG

REPLACE TREE

7104 INDIAN GRASS

REPLACE OAK TREE
LOOK AT TRIMMING/HEALTH PLAN
FOR CREPE MYRTLE
SPRAY & CLEAN UP PATHWAY TO
NATURE AREA

7121 INDIAN GRASS

PARK

WEEK OF OCTOBER
24TH
WEEK OF OCTOBER
3RD
WEEK OF OCTOBER
3RD
WEEK OF OCTOBER
3RD
WEEK OF OCTOBER
10TH
WEEK OF OCTOBER
24TH
WEEK OF OCTOBER
10TH
WEEK OF OCTOBER
3RD

SCREEN FOR SOD REPLACEMENT

SCHOOLHOUSE POCKET PARK

DECEMBER

COMPLETED

CONSISTENT ANT SPRAY

DOG PARK

DECEMBER

COMPLETED

SCREEN FOR SOD REPLACEMENT

SUNDIAL PARK

DECEMBER

GOPHER APPLE PARK

NEED MORE
COMPLETED
COMPLETED
COMPLETED
COMPLETED

COMPLETED

COMPLETED
COMPLETED
COMPLETED
COMPLETED
COMPLETED
COMPLETED
COMPLETED
COMPLETED
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INSTALL GOLD MOUND

SUNDAIL PARK

KNOCK DOWN WET AREA IN DITCH

CHERRY HILL

REMOVE & SPRAY WEEDS

PLAYGROUND GREEN AREA

WEED & TRIM SHRUBS

WEED BEDS ALONG 192 FENCE

GREEN AREA
BLAZING STAR AT CORNER OF GREEN
NEIGHBORHOOD
DECEMBER
WEEK OF OCTOBER
192 FENCE LINE
10TH

CUT BACK GRASSES

BEHIND MAIN ENTRY BEDS

WEEEK OF OCTOBER
10TH
COMPLETED

GOLD MOUND

EAST ENTRANCE

DECEMBER

COMPLETED

MAGNOLIA TREES

H2, ENTRANCE

DECEMBER

INITIAL INSPECTION
COMPLETED

TREE TRIMMING

2 AREAS

NOV-JAN

IN PROCESS

JAN/FEB

IN PROCESS

SCREEN FOR SOD REPLACEMENT

RUTTING

NOVEMBER
WEEK OF OCTOBER
3RD
WEEK OF OCTOBER
3RD
WEEK OF OCTOBER
3RD

COMPLETED
COMPLETED
COMPLETED
COMPLETED
COMPLETED
COMPLETED
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NOTES
ALL SOD HAS BEEN SCANNED, ONE MORE TRUCK
COMING MONDAY JANUARY 23RD

MAINTAIN BI-WEEKLY THEREAFTER
SCREENING IS
POSSIBLE DEVELOPER ISSUES HERE ALSO

500 INSTALLED, NEED ADDITIONAL 200 WEEK OF JANUARY 23RD

WILL REVIEW THIS, UNDERSTAND GERHARD HAS QUESTIONS ON
PERFORMANCE

ASKED BY GERHARD TO REDUCE PRUNE SHRUB TO STANDARD
HEIGHT, DUE TO SIZE OF MATERIAL THE PRUNING LOOKS TO
RAGGED. WILL SEE WHAT CAN BE DONE TO HELP APPERANCE.

WILL ALSO PUT DOWN DIVION IN OCTOBER, THIS APPEARS TO BE
A DAILY OCCURANCE

ADJUSTED TO WEEK OF OCTOBER 24TH FROM OCTOBER 1OTH
DORMANT PRUNED FOR REGENERATION
SCHEDULED FOR OCTOBER 21ST
CHANGED PRODUCT TO CROSS CHECK
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REMOVE SOD, INSTALL GOLD MOUND INSTEAD 50/50 SPLIT
BI-WEEKLY THEREAFTER

couple grasses missed, must be completed
COMPLETED PER CREW, UPON INSPECTION FOUND A FEW MISSED
ON RIGHT SIDE TO BE CORRECTED BY OCTOBER 24TH

ADDITIONAL INSPECTION REQUESTED OF DAVEY TREE DIVISION
THE WEEK OF THE JAN 16 TO 23RD
SCHEDULED WEEK OF JANUARY 23RD
NEED TO CROSS CUT
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ORLANDO BRANCH ORGANIZATIONAL CHART
LANDSCAPE SERVICES - 2017

ORLANDO
BRANCH MANAGER
RICK MANSFIELD
SUPPORT TEAM

ADMINISTRATION
OFFICE COORDINATOR
LATASHUA BERRY

REGIONAL SAFTEY/TRAINER ROBERT ELLIS
REGIONAL TECHNICAL ADVISOR DR. AD ALLI
DAVEY INSTITUTE/TRAINING
DAVEY CORPORATE OFFICE SERVICES

HARMONY
PROJECT MANAGER
ASHLEY ROBERTS

PRODUCTION MANAGER
CROA/ECDD/OUTSIDE
ROGER ECHOLS
Mow
Trim
Edge

Licensed pesticide
Application

Mulch
Litter
Water

Trim
Edge

Aerial Tree Work
OUTSIDE: FENIX RIVERA

Weed

Landscape Projects

MOWING: DUSTIN ROBERTS

Prune

Support as needed

DETAILS: GABRIEL RIVERA

Mulch

Weed
Prune

Mow
LOCAL DAVEY
CREW LEADERS

BERMUDA: PAT BRUTON
TBD: ALEJANDRO ANDERSON

Litter
Water

Irrigation

Irrigation

Turf Repair

Turf Repair

Fertilization

Fertilization

Licensed pesticide
Application
Aerial Tree Work
Landscape Projects
Support as needed
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HARMONY CDD SCOPE OF SERVICE / FREQUENCY CHART
Frequency

Type of Service

2-Jan 9-Jan 16-Jan 23-Jan 30-Jan 6-Feb 13-Feb 20-Feb 27-Feb 6-Mar 13-Mar 20-Mar

Turf Mowing/Trim/Blow
40

Bahia

40

Sports/Bermuda

40

St. Augustine

x
x
x

x
x
x

x
x
x

x
x
x

x
x
x

x
x
x

x
x
x

Truf Weed/Disease Control
3 + 48hr Service call

Bahia

3 + 48hr Service call

Sports/Bermuda

3 + 48hr Service call

St. Augustine

x
x
x

Turf Fertilization
3 + 48hr Service call

Bahia

3+ 48hr Service call

Sports/Bermuda

3+ 48hr Service call

St. Augustine

x
x
x

Turf Pest Control
3 + 48hr Service call

Bahia

3 + 48hr Service call

Sports/Bermuda

3+ 48hr Service call

St. Augustine

x
x
x

Shrub / Bed Detailing
4 to 6 week rotation

Shrub Prunning

4 to 6 week rotation

Shape Ornamentals

4 to 6 week rotation

Ground Cover

4 to 6 week rotation

Remove Tree Suckers

4 to 6 week rotation

Define Bed Lines

4 to 6 week rotation

Weeding

4 to 6 week rotation

Trim Palm Trees up to 15'

x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x

x
x

x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x
x
x

Tree Pruning
Maintain Height Only

7' Clearance Walkways

Maintain Height Only

15' Clearance Roadways

x
x

Tree / Shrub Care
2

Fertilization

2

Inspect / Treat

x
x

Mulching
1

Beds / Tree Rings 2"

1

Playground

1

Privacy Berms

x

x
x

x
x

4

Annual Flowers

1. includes section I except for mulch

x
x

Annual Flowers
Notes:

x

x
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27-Mar 3-Apr 10-Apr 17-Apr 24-Apr ##### ##### 15-May 22-May 29-May 5-Jun 12-Jun 19-Jun 26-Jun 3-Jul 10-Jul 17-Jul 24-Jul 27-Jul

x
x
x

x
x
x

x
x
x

x
x
x

x
x
x

x
x
x

x
x
x

x
x
x

x
x
x

x
x
x

x
x
x

x
x
x

x
x
x

x
x
x

x
x
x

x
x
x

x
x
x

x
x
x

x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x

x

x
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31-Jul 7-Aug 14-Aug 21-Aug 28-Aug 4-Sep 11-Sep 18-Sep 25-Sep 2-Oct 9-Oct 16-Oct 23-Oct 30-Oct 6-Nov 13-Nov 20-Nov 27-Nov

x
x
x

x
x
x

x
x
x

x
x
x

x
x
x

x
x
x

x
x
x

x
x
x

x
x
x

x
x
x

x
x
x

x
x
x

4-Dec

x
x
x

x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x

x
x
x
x
x

x

x

x

x

x
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11-Dec 18-Dec 25-Dec

x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x
x

x

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
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SCHEDULE OF SERVICES FOR SPRING & SUMMER (WEEKLY SERVICE)
WEEK OF ______________
ITEM
MONDAY
TUESDAY WEDNESDAY
MOW
area 1
area 2
area 3

FRIDAY

area 4

area 5

area 6

area 7

area 8

area 1

area 2

area 3

area 4

area 5

area 6

area 7

area 8

area 9

area 10

area 11

area 12

area 13

area 14

area 15

area 16

area 17

area 18

area 11

area 12

area 13

area 14

area 15

area 6

area 7

area 8

area 9

area 10

area 1

area 2

area 3

area 4

area 5

area 16

area 17

area 18

DETAIL

WEED/SPRAY

THURSDAY

PROJECT MANAGER MUST VERIFY WORK COMPLETION BY INTITIALLING BOX
MOW AREAS
Area 1

e. five oaks dr. to pool

Area 2

five oaks dr. (pool to cat brier, cat brier, lakeshore dog park, large dog park, parks - dahoon, beardgrass

Area 3

five oaks dr. (catbrier to w. entrance, dark sky dr., schoolhouse dr., parks - sedges, sundrop,
buck, pond pine, blazing star, 192 frontage back of fence

Area 4

estates, town sq., 192, parks - oak glen

Area 5

192, lakeshore - soccer, green neigherhood - park/playground

Area 6

F neighborhood

Area 7

H neighborhood

Area 8

I neighborhood including large rention ponds

DETAIL AREAS
Area 1

pool, town sq., blazing star

Area 2

e. five oaks dr. from pool to end of drive

Area 3

harmony sq. pool, five oaks to cat brier including roundabout

Area 4/9/16

park mow/detail group 1, park detail group 2

Area 5

cat brier five oaks to lakeshore park

Area 6

lakeshore park, estates, oak glen, pond pine, buck

Area 7

five oaks area cat brier to schoolhouse rd., schoolhouse rd. to butterfly dr.

Area 8

dog park large

Area 10

east & west entrances, five oaks to schoolhouse, dark sky dr.

Area 11 - 15

192

Area 16

F neighborhood

Group 1

Group 2

Area 17

H neighborhood

sundrop alley

sundrop

Area 18

I neighborhood including large rention ponds

WEEDING/SPRAY

goldflower

sedges

buttonbush alley

dahoon

beargrass alley

beardgrass

Week 1

11, 12, 13, 14, 15

Week 2

6, 7, 8, 9, 10

indian grass

Week 3

1, 2, 3, 4, 5,

indian grass alley

Week 4

16, 17, 18

gopher
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December 2016 / January 2017
Facility / Park Maintenance Activities/ Pond care

•

Routine cleaning activities – Including restrooms, trash and doggie potty removal.

•

Inspected facilities for cleanliness and/or damage after each scheduled event

•

Ongoing refurbishment park bench frames.

•

CDD staff has painted the Parking Bumpers at Ashley Park per request resident

•

CDD staff has painted canopy poles at lakeshore Park.

•

Staff has repaired swing at Lakeshore Park. Added concrete to the ground.

•

Ashley park pool doors painted.

•

Play area H1 and H2 grading of play areas donated by Lennar.

•

Play Area H1 and H2 have been installed.

•

Replaced membranes for Splash pad.

•

Quote for replacement of Manifold splash pad in package.

•

Quote for self latching gates at Dog park pending by Hass fencing

•

Sidewalk grinder has been refurbished by Mr Berube.

•

Shuffle board has been removed because of damage created by a mower of Davey.

•

Suggestion to add concrete Table tennis tables on shuffle board location.

•

Added dog potty station at H2

Ponds


Mr Scarborough is a certified Commercial Aquatics Applicator now.

Irrigation
•

All Clocks inspected & adjusted as needed.
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•

Rerouted lines due to install H2 Play area

•

Added zone at East entrance.

Pools Operations
•

Pools checked, chemically balanced and cleaned daily.

•

Resident requested a bench in the Swim Club handicap stalls. Request pending.

Boat Maintenance
•

All propellers weekly checked and cleaned.

•

Deep cleaning on boats performed by Dock Master.

•

Dock permitting still pending.

•

Sun Tracker repaired from damage Matthew

•

Replaced 4 batteries 16ft pontoon.

•

Replaced life vests because of deterioration and age.

Buck Lake Activities
•

Boat Orientation held at the Dock, 9 attended.

Access Cards
•

Approximately 26 ID cards have been made this month.

End of report
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Facebook report December 2016 /January 2017











On Dec 9th a resident asked for Handyman service. Referred resident to a local Service.
On Dec 9th a resident had trouble making a boat reservation. Resolved by redirecting resident to
reservation system.
On Dec 12th a resident asked when the Ashley Park turf will be replaced. The resident also had a
concern off the overall landscaping around the Ashley Park. Responded with pending. Notified
Davey.
On Dec 13th a resident on Galaxy way asked if Davey could remove some shrubs to relocate.
Asked Davey twice to get in contact with resident. As of now nothing happened.
On Dec 20th a resident noticed teenagers playing on the soccer field while restricted.
On Dec 4th resident had a complaint about Ant piles. The resident expressed the desire to speak
to the onsite Davey manager. From Dec 4th until Dec 20th She tried to get in contact with Mr
Mansfield by text and by phone and left a voicemail. Mr Mansfield has not replied to her during
these attempts from the resident.
On Jan 11th a resident had a concern on a Dog potty bin lid being loose. Replaced bin same day.

End of Report
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Jan. 2017
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2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47

H-1
H1
H-1
H-2
Cherry Hill
S. Long Pond
N. Long Pond
Dog Park Tr.
Dog Park Tr.
Dog Park
Estates N.
Estates S.
Golf Course
Golf Course
Golf Course
Golf Course
Golf Course
Golf Course
Golf Course
Golf Course
Golf Course
Golf Course
Golf Course
Golf Course
Golf Course
Golf Course
Golf Course
Golf Course
Golf Course
Golf Course
Golf Course
Golf Course
W. Lake
W. Lake
W. Lake
N. Lake
E. Lake
E. Lake
S. Lake
S. Lake
S. Lake
S. Lake
Waterside
DOT
DOT
DOT
Maintenance
TOTAL ACRES
AVG. TREATED ACRES

Additonal Notes:

Ca
tta
i
Pe l
nn
y
G wor
ra
ss t
e
Sp s
at
te
rd
oc
k

lg

SEVERITY: L1=minimal
L2=moderate L3=significant
L4=extreme - Blank indicates non
issue

Map links below
require internet

1

A

D
Map Quickview, click here.
Internet access not required

ae

kw

Name Acres

uc

Pond #

ee

d

Harmony CDD Monthly Pond Report
Remarks

Treatment Plan

Treated, current month

Color Code: ---->
Treatment Needed

1.4
L1

1
2.3
3.7

L2

L2

2.8
3.1
3.1
3.5

Cattail regression

Algae + water quality only

Algae + Torpedo grass

Littoral + aquatic

Torpedo grass + invasives

RoundUp

Floating algae + hydrilla

Littoral + aquatic

L2

Torpedo grass + invasives

L2

Torpedo grass + invasives

L1

1
3
1.8

L2

Algae

1.7

L1

Aligator grass

1.5

L2

Torpedo grass + invasives

RoundUp

1.5

L2

Torpedo grass + invasives

RoundUp

4

L2

Torpedo grass + invasives

RoundUp

3.4

L2

Torpedo grass + invasives

RoundUp

1.4

L2

Algae

2

L2

Algae

5.3

L2

Algae

2.3

L2

Algae

3.2

L3

Algae

2

L3

Algae

2

L3

Algae

SeClear 01/15

0.5

L1

Algae

SeClear

3.5

0.7
0.7
1.3
1.2
2.3
1.1
2
1.3

L2

L2

Algae + invasive weeds

0

Future pond, not active

0

Future pond, not active

0

Future pond, not active

3

No treatment required

New pond

0.5

No treatment required

New pond

3.3

No treatment required

New pond

1.4

No treatment required

New pond

2.3

No treatment required

New pond

5.2

No treatment required

New pond

3

No treatment required

New pond

6

Torpedo grass + invasives

RoundUp

3.6

Torpedo grass + invasives

RoundUp

2

L2 Spatterdock

102.3
20.46

RoundUp

Algae + invasive weeds

0.4

Total size (in acres) of all ponds combined
Average treated pond area is roughly 20%

#25 - mechanical removal offers short term solution. Aggressive chemical treament needed.
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of Southwest Florida LLC
State of Florida Certified Plumbing Contractor
#CFC1429137
451 Interstate Court - Sarasota, FL 34240
Phone 941-232-4629 FAX 941-371-5151
Email: wettec@verizon.net
January 10, 2017
Town of Harmony
Attn: Shawn
RE: Fountain Piping
We are pleased to quote you on the following equipment and services.
Option #1 … Field service to remove existing pump manifold, furnish fabricated Schedule 80 PVC pump
manifold and install, replumb all 2 inch lines as necessary, furnish and install all new stainless steel bolts
on pump suction and discharge. Prime and test pump and manifold.
Your Cost --- $ 3250.00
Option #2 … Field service to remove existing pump manifold and take to service center, fabricate
stainless steel manifold to match existing, transport and install stainless steel welded pump manifold
and install, replumb all 2 inch PVC lines as necessary, furnish and install all new stainless steel bolts on
pump suction and discharge. Prime and test pump and manifold.
Your Cost --- $ 6900.00
Prices do not include sales tax or in freight.
Terms: Net 10 days
Delivery: 1-2 weeks after receipt of order
Prices good for 30 days.
Please do not hesitate to contact us with any questions you may have.
Thank You

H. H. (Tom) Morgan III
(941) 232-4629
By signing and returning a copy of this contract, you are agreeing to all of the above terms and
conditions
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_________________________________________________________________________________
Company

_________________________________________________________________________________
Signature
Printed Name
Date
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MEMORANDUM
TO:
FROM:
CC:
DATE:
SUBJECT:

Board of Supervisors
Tiziana Cessna, District Accountant
Gary Moyer, District Manager / Peter Brill, Accounting Manager
January 10, 2017
December Financial Report

Please find attached the December 2016 financial report. During your review, please keep in mind that the goal is for
revenue to meet or exceed the YTD budget and for expenditures to be at or below the YTD budget. To assist with your
review, an overview of each of the District’s funds was provided below. Should you have any questions or require
additional information, please contact me at Tiziana.Cessna@STServices.com.
General Fund
■ Total Revenue through December was approximately 103% of the YTD budget.
► Miscellaneous revenue includes TOHO refund and iPhone upgrade reimbursement.
► Non Ad Valorem Assessments Tax Collector collections are at 60% compared to 58% last year at the same
time.
► Non Ad Valorem Assessments CDD collected are collected in monthly installments. As of December, the
collection were at 25% of the YTD budget. Over budget due to prorated interest for Lot 105 H1.
■ Total Expenditures through December were at a favorable 83% of the YTD budget.
► Landscaping Services
● Contracts-Landscape/Irrigation represents new contract with Davey Tree Company.
● Contracts-Srub/Ground/Annual represents new contract with Davey Tree Company.
► Utilities
● Utility - Water & Sewer - November usage compared to last year have an increase of approximately 100%
compared to last year at the same time.
► Operation & Maintenance
●
Contracts-Lake
and Wetland
was
● R&M-Pond
represents
seclear- Service
algaecide
turfcanceled
for pond.in December.
Debt Service Series 2014
■ Total Revenue through December were at a favorable 103% of the year-to-date budget.
► Non Ad Valorem Assessments Tax Collector collections are at 60% compared to 58% last year at the same
time.
► Non Ad Valorem Assessments CDD collected as at 42% of the year-to-date budget. Over budget due to
prorated interest for Lot 105 H1.
Debt Service Series 2015
■ Total Revenue through December were at 102% of the year-to-date budget.
► Non Ad Valorem Assessments Tax Collector collections are at 60%.
► Non Ad Valorem Assessments CDD collected as at 40% of the year-to-date budget.

Report Date: 1/18/2017
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HARMONY
Community Development District
Financial Report
December 31, 2016
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HARMONY

Governmental Funds

Community Development District

Balance Sheet
December 31, 2016

ACCOUNT DESCRIPTION

GENERAL
FUND

SERIES
2014 DEBT
SERVICE
FUND

SERIES
2015 DEBT
SERVICE
FUND

SERIES
2015
CAPITAL
PROJECTS
FUND

$

$

$

TOTAL

ASSETS
Cash - Checking Account

$

Acct Receivable-Returned Items
Assessments Receivable
Interest/Dividend Receivables

759,236

-

-

-

$

759,236

40

-

-

-

40

56,037

-

-

-

56,037

522

-

-

-

522

-

29,531

9,101

-

38,632

Certificates of Deposit - 12 Months

100,801

-

-

-

100,801

Money Market Account

453,334

-

-

-

453,334

-

-

-

45,331

45,331

Due From Other Funds
Investments:

Construction Fund
Interest Account

-

-

501

-

501

Reserve Fund

-

604,410

340,000

-

944,410

Revenue Fund

-

845,140

218,001

-

1,063,141

2,414

-

-

-

2,414

$ 1,372,384

$ 1,479,081

$

567,603

$

45,331

$ 3,464,399

$

$

$

-

$

-

Prepaid Items
TOTAL ASSETS

LIABILITIES
Accounts Payable
Accrued Expenses

22,560
40,128

-

-

$

22,560

-

40,128

Accrued Wages Payable

800

-

-

-

800

Accrued Taxes Payable

61

-

-

-

61

1,750

2,147

-

-

3,897

38,632

-

-

-

38,632

103,931

2,147

-

-

106,078

Deferred Revenue
Due To Other Funds
TOTAL LIABILITIES

Report Date: 1/18/2017
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HARMONY

Governmental Funds

Community Development District

Balance Sheet
December 31, 2016

GENERAL
FUND

SERIES
2014 DEBT
SERVICE
FUND

SERIES
2015 DEBT
SERVICE
FUND

SERIES
2015
CAPITAL
PROJECTS
FUND

2,414

-

-

-

2,414

Debt Service

-

1,476,934

567,603

-

2,044,537

Capital Projects

-

-

-

45,331

45,331

ACCOUNT DESCRIPTION

TOTAL

FUND BALANCES
Nonspendable:
Prepaid Items
Restricted for:

Assigned to:
Operating Reserves
Reserves-Renewal & Replacement
Reserves - Self Insurance

250,000

-

-

-

250,000

99,188

-

-

-

99,188

50,000

-

-

-

50,000

165,000

-

-

-

165,000

701,851

-

-

-

701,851

TOTAL FUND BALANCES

$ 1,268,453

$ 1,476,934

$

567,603

$

45,331

$ 3,358,321

TOTAL LIABILITIES & FUND BALANCES

$ 1,372,384

$ 1,479,081

$

567,603

$

45,331

$ 3,464,399

Reserves - Sidewalks & Alleyways
Unassigned:

Report Date: 1/18/2017
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HARMONY

General Fund

Community Development District

Statement of Revenues, Expenditures and Changes in Fund Balances
For the Period Ending December 31, 2016
ANNUAL
ADOPTED
BUDGET

ACCOUNT DESCRIPTION

YEAR TO DATE
BUDGET

YEAR TO DATE
ACTUAL

$

$

VARIANCE ($)
FAV(UNFAV)

REVENUES
Interest - Investments
Special Assmnts- Tax Collector

$

2,500

625

543

$

(82)

1,252,768

726,605

753,730

27,125

Special Assmnts- CDD Collected

672,447

168,111

169,862

1,751

Special Assmnts- Discounts

(50,111)

(29,065)

(30,075)

(1,010)

1,184

1,184

Other Miscellaneous Revenues
Access Cards
Facility Revenue
Facility Membership Fee
TOTAL REVENUES

-

-

1,200

300

80

(220)

-

-

370

370

4,000

-

-

-

1,882,804

866,576

895,694

29,118

11,200

2,400

2,400

-

857

184

184

-

EXPENDITURES
Administration
P/R-Board of Supervisors
FICA Taxes
ProfServ-Arbitrage Rebate

1,200

-

-

-

ProfServ-Dissemination Agent

1,500

-

-

-

ProfServ-Engineering

8,000

2,001

2,077

ProfServ-Legal Services

40,000

10,000

4,521

ProfServ-Mgmt Consulting Serv

55,984

13,996

13,996

-

779

779

450

329

8,822

8,822

8,822

-

10,024

-

-

-

ProfServ-Property Appraiser
ProfServ-Special Assessment
ProfServ-Trustee Fees
Auditing Services

(76)
5,479

5,100

-

-

-

750

187

177

10

29,435

29,435

27,509

1,926

2,500

625

356

269

Legal Advertising

900

225

97

128

Misc-Records Storage

150

37

-

37

25,055

14,532

14,473

59

2,600

650

12

638
58

Postage and Freight
Insurance - General Liability
Printing and Binding

Misc-Assessmnt Collection Cost
Misc-Contingency
Office Supplies

300

75

17

Annual District Filing Fee

175

175

175

-

205,331

84,123

75,266

8,857

Total Administration

Report Date: 1/18/2017
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HARMONY

General Fund

Community Development District

Statement of Revenues, Expenditures and Changes in Fund Balances
For the Period Ending December 31, 2016

ACCOUNT DESCRIPTION

ANNUAL
ADOPTED
BUDGET

YEAR TO DATE
BUDGET

YEAR TO DATE
ACTUAL

VARIANCE ($)
FAV(UNFAV)

230,000

57,498

53,075

4,423

230,000

57,498

53,075

4,423

Field
ProfServ-Field Management
Total Field
Landscape Services
Contracts-Trees & Trimming
Contracts-Shrub Care
Contracts-Ground

20,692

5,173

-

5,173

121,738

30,435

-

30,435

46,736

11,684

-

11,684

290,000

72,500

-

72,500

Contracts-Landscape/Irrigation

-

-

93,586

(93,586)

Contracts-Shrub/Ground/Annual

-

-

5,068

(5,068)

Contracts-Turf Care

R&M-Irrigation

10,000

2,500

1,348

1,152

R&M-Trees and Trimming

20,000

5,000

-

5,000

Miscellaneous Services

25,000

6,250

-

6,250

Total Landscape Services

534,166

133,542

100,002

33,540

32,000

8,000

7,975

25

Utilities
Electricity - General
Electricity - Streetlighting

90,000

22,500

18,907

3,593

105,000

26,250

30,352

(4,102)

Lease - Street Light

181,187

45,297

38,888

6,409

Cap Outlay - Streetlights

330,000

-

-

-

738,187

102,047

96,122

5,925

Utility - Water & Sewer

Total Utilities
Operation & Maintenance
Communication - Telephone

3,720

930

920

10

Utility - Refuse Removal

3,000

750

834

(84)

10,000

2,500

5,095

(2,595)

R&M-Ponds
R&M-Pools

20,000

5,000

1,046

3,954

R&M-Roads & Alleyways

65,000

16,250

-

16,250

R&M-Sidewalks

5,000

1,250

346

904

R&M-Vehicles

5,000

1,250

498

752

R&M-Equipment Boats

7,500

1,875

2,078

R&M-Parks & Facilities

37,000

9,250

6,743

(203)
2,507

Miscellaneous Services

2,400

600

375

225

Misc-Access Cards&Equipment

2,500

625

-

625

Misc-Contingency

8,000

2,000

1,045

955

Report Date: 1/18/2017
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HARMONY

General Fund

Community Development District

Statement of Revenues, Expenditures and Changes in Fund Balances
For the Period Ending December 31, 2016
ANNUAL
ADOPTED
BUDGET

ACCOUNT DESCRIPTION

YEAR TO DATE
BUDGET

YEAR TO DATE
ACTUAL

VARIANCE ($)
FAV(UNFAV)

Misc-Security Enhancements

2,500

625

380

245

Op Supplies - Fuel, Oil

3,500

876

503

373

175,120

43,781

19,863

23,918

1,882,804

420,991

344,328

76,663

-

445,585

551,366

105,781

Total Operation & Maintenance

TOTAL EXPENDITURES
Excess (deficiency) of revenues
Over (under) expenditures
Net change in fund balance

$

FUND BALANCE, BEGINNING (OCT 1, 2016)
FUND BALANCE, ENDING

Report Date: 1/18/2017

-

$

717,087
$

717,087

445,585

$

717,087
$

1,162,672

551,366

$

105,781

717,087
$

1,268,453
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HARMONY

Series 2014 Debt Service Fund

Community Development District

Statement of Revenues, Expenditures and Changes in Fund Balances
For the Period Ending December 31, 2016
ANNUAL
ADOPTED
BUDGET

ACCOUNT DESCRIPTION

YEAR TO DATE
BUDGET

YEAR TO DATE
ACTUAL

$

$

VARIANCE ($)
FAV(UNFAV)

REVENUES
Interest - Investments

$

Special Assmnts- Tax Collector
Special Assmnts- CDD Collected
Special Assmnts- Discounts
TOTAL REVENUES

1,000

250

250

$

-

1,176,227

682,211

704,428

22,217

86,844

34,738

36,885

2,147

(47,049)

(27,288)

(28,107)

1,217,022

689,911

713,456

23,545

23,525

13,644

13,526

118

23,525

13,644

13,526

118

(819)

EXPENDITURES
Administration
Misc-Assessmnt Collection Cost
Total Administration
Debt Service
Principal Debt Retirement
Principal Prepayments
Interest Expense
Total Debt Service

TOTAL EXPENDITURES

535,000

-

-

-

-

40,000

(40,000)

662,125

331,062

331,063

(1)

1,197,125

331,062

371,063

(40,001)

1,220,650

344,706

384,589

(39,883)

(3,628)

345,205

328,867

(16,338)

(3,628)

-

-

-

(3,628)

-

-

-

Excess (deficiency) of revenues
Over (under) expenditures
OTHER FINANCING SOURCES (USES)
Contribution to (Use of) Fund Balance
TOTAL FINANCING SOURCES (USES)
Net change in fund balance

$

FUND BALANCE, BEGINNING (OCT 1, 2016)
FUND BALANCE, ENDING

Report Date: 1/10/2017

(3,628)

$

1,148,067
$

1,144,439

345,205

$

1,148,067
$

1,493,272

328,867

$

(16,338)

1,148,067
$

1,476,934
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HARMONY

Series 2015 Debt Service Fund

Community Development District

Statement of Revenues, Expenditures and Changes in Fund Balances
For the Period Ending December 31, 2016
ANNUAL
ADOPTED
BUDGET

ACCOUNT DESCRIPTION

YEAR TO DATE
BUDGET

YEAR TO DATE
ACTUAL

$

$

VARIANCE ($)
FAV(UNFAV)

REVENUES
Interest - Investments

$

300

75

91

$

16

Special Assmnts- Tax Collector

360,345

209,000

217,105

8,105

Special Assmnts- CDD Collected

725,220

290,088

290,088

-

Special Assmnts- Discounts

(14,414)

TOTAL REVENUES

(8,360)

(8,663)

(303)

1,071,451

490,803

498,621

7,818

7,207

4,180

4,169

11

7,207

4,180

4,169

11

EXPENDITURES
Administration
Misc-Assessmnt Collection Cost
Total Administration
Debt Service
Principal Debt Retirement

410,000

-

-

Interest Expense

648,481

324,240

324,241

(1)

1,058,481

324,240

324,241

(1)

1,065,688

328,420

328,410

10

5,763

162,383

170,211

7,828

Total Debt Service

TOTAL EXPENDITURES

-

Excess (deficiency) of revenues
Over (under) expenditures
OTHER FINANCING SOURCES (USES)
Contribution to (Use of) Fund Balance
TOTAL FINANCING SOURCES (USES)
Net change in fund balance

$

FUND BALANCE, BEGINNING (OCT 1, 2016)
FUND BALANCE, ENDING

Report Date: 1/10/2017

5,763

-

-

-

5,763

-

-

-

5,763

$

397,392
$

403,155

162,383

$

397,392
$

559,775

170,211

$

7,828

397,392
$

567,603
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HARMONY

Series 2015 Capital Projects Fund

Community Development District

Statement of Revenues, Expenditures and Changes in Fund Balances
For the Period Ending December 31, 2016
ANNUAL
ADOPTED
BUDGET

ACCOUNT DESCRIPTION

YEAR TO DATE
BUDGET

YEAR TO DATE
ACTUAL

$

$

VARIANCE ($)
FAV(UNFAV)

REVENUES
Interest - Investments

$

TOTAL REVENUES

-

-

16

$

16

-

-

16

16

Construction in Progress

-

-

18,200

(18,200)

Total Construction In Progress

-

-

18,200

(18,200)

-

-

18,200

(18,200)

-

-

(18,184)

(18,184)

EXPENDITURES
Construction In Progress

TOTAL EXPENDITURES
Excess (deficiency) of revenues
Over (under) expenditures
Net change in fund balance

$

FUND BALANCE, BEGINNING (OCT 1, 2016)
FUND BALANCE, ENDING

Report Date: 1/10/2017

-

$

$

-

-

$

$

-

(18,184)

$

(18,184)

63,515
$

45,331
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HARMONY
Community Development District

Non-Ad Valorem Special Assessments
Osceola County Tax Collector - Monthly Collection Report
For the Fiscal Year Ending September 30, 2017

Allocation by Fund
Date
Received

Discount/
(Penalties)
Amount

Net Amount
Received

Gross
Amount
Received

Collection
Cost
$

ASSESSMENTS LEVIED FY 2017

$

Allocation %

11/25/16

(2)
2,780,551

$

100%

$

137,248

$

5,835

$

2,801

$

145,885

$

General
Fund

Series 2014
Debt Service
Fund

(1)

(1)

1,251,018

$

1,169,188

44.99%

42.05%

50.00%

50.00%

65,636

$

61,343

Series 2015
Debt Service
Fund

$

360,345
12.96%

$

18,906

11/29/16

3,366

146

69

3,581

1,611

1,506

464

12/06/16

1,365,406

58,053

27,865

1,451,324

652,976

610,264

188,084

12/20/16

70,229

2,811

1,433

74,474

33,507

31,315

9,651

TOTAL

$

1,576,250

$

66,845

$

32,168

$

Collected in %
TOTAL OUTSTANDING

1,675,263

$

60%
$

1,105,288

753,730

$

60%
$

497,288

704,428

$

60%
$

464,760

217,105
60%

$

143,239

Note (1) - Variance with budget is due to 2 H-1 Lots having assessments prepaid for FY 2017 and 2018

Report Date: 1/10/2017
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HARMONY
Community Development District

Non-Ad Valorem Special Assessments - District Collected
Monthly Collection Report
For the Fiscal Year Ending September 30, 2017
Allocation by Fund
Net Amount
Amount
Received

Date
Received
ASSESSMENTS LEVIED FY 2017

$

Allocation %

$

100%

10/31/16

O&M October

10/01/16

Lennar Homes-Lot 105-H1

11/01/16

Debt Service 1st installment

11/30/16
12/31/16

$

56,037

672,447

$

86,844

45%
$

3,897

56,037

Series 2015
Debt Service
Fund
$

6%
$

-

725,220
49%

$

-

1,750

2,147

324,826

-

34,738

O&M November

53,538

53,538

-

-

O&M December

56,037

56,337

-

-

TOTAL

$

% COLLECTED
TOTAL OUTSTANDING

Report Date: 1/10/2017

1,484,511

Series 2014
Debt Service
Fund

General
Fund

494,335

$

33%
$

990,176

167,662

$

25%
$

504,785

36,885

290,088

$

42%
$

49,959

290,088
40%

$

435,132
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HARMONY
Community Development District

Cash and Investment Report
December 31, 2016

General Fund
Account Name

Bank Name

Investment Type

Maturity

Yield

Checking Account- Operating

CenterState Bank

Checking Account

CenterState Bank

Balance

Interest Bearing Account

n/a

0.05%

$752,225

Business Checking Account

n/a

0.05%

$7,012

Subtotal

$759,236

2/9/2017

0.80%

$100,801

Certificate of Deposit

BankUnited

12 month CD

Money Market Account

CenterState Bank

Money Market Account

n/a

0.10%

$8,992

Money Market Account

Stonegate Bank

Money Market Account

n/a

0.40%

$355,519

Money Market Account

BankUnited

Money Market Account

n/a

0.45%

$88,823

Subtotal

$453,334

Debt Service and Capital Projects Funds
Account Name

Bank Name

Investment Type

Maturity

Yield

Series 2014 Reserve Fund

US Bank

Series 2014 Revenue Fund

US Bank Governmental Obligation Fund

n/a

0.05%

$604,410

US Bank

US Bank Governmental Obligation Fund

n/a

0.05%

$845,140

Series 2015 Interest Fund

US Bank

US Bank Open-Ended Commercial Paper

n/a

0.05%

$501

Series 2015 Reserve Fund

US Bank

US Bank Open-Ended Commercial Paper

n/a

0.05%

$340,000

Series 2015 Revenue Fund

US Bank

US Bank Open-Ended Commercial Paper

n/a

0.05%

$218,001

Series 2015 Construction Fund

US Bank

US Bank Open-Ended Commercial Paper

n/a

0.05%

$45,331

Report Date: 1/10/2017

Balance

Subtotal

$2,053,383

Total

$3,366,755
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HARMONY
Community Development District

Construction Report
Series 2015 Bonds
Recap of Capital Project Fund Activity Through December 31, 2016
Source of Funds:
Opening Balance in Construction Account
Opening Balance in Cost of Issuance account
Interest Earned
Construction Account
Cost of Issuance Account
Transferred to Revenue Account (includes balance of Cost of Issuance)

$

$

$

Total Source of Funds:

Use of Funds:
Disbursements:
Cost of Issuance
Streetlights Buy Down
Capital Outlay - Vehicle
Improvement - Park
Total Use of Funds:

Available Balance in Construction Account at December 31, 2016

Report Date: 1/10/2017

Amount
200,000
145,130

127
4
(1,905)
(1,774)

$

343,355

$

$

143,229
100,000
15,240
39,556
298,025

$

45,331
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HARMONY
Community Development District

Construction Schedule Series 2015
Date

Payee

4/28/2015

CAUSEY DEMGEN & MOORE P.C.

Req #

Total
Amount
$

Streetlight
Buy Down

District
Capital
Outlay

Cost of
Issuance
$

1,800

1,800

35,000

35,000

5,250

5,250

35,000

35,000

500

500

US BANK ACCEPTANCE/TRUSTEE FEE

7,115

7,115

4/28/2015

DIGITAL ASSURANCE

2,500

2,500

5/11/2015

SEVERN TRENT SERVICES

12,500

12,500

5/11/2015

IMAGE MASTER LLC

1,250

1,250

6/1/2015

BOYD CIVIL ENGINEERING

1,314

1,314

41,000

41,000

4/28/2015

GRAY ROBINSON

4/28/2015

HOLLAND & KNIGHT LLP

4/28/2015

YOUNG VAN ASSENDERP, P.A.

4/28/2015

US BANK ESCROW FEE

4/28/2015

6/25/2015

AKERMAN LLP

9/24/2015

HARMONY CDD - Reimb. - OUC Streetlight buy down

001

Total FY 2015

100,000

100,000

243,229

100,000

-

143,229

2/8/2016

HARMONY CDD - Reimb. - Sun Tracker boat

002

15,240

15,240

-

5/11/2016

HARMONY CDD - Reimb. - Blazing Park renovation

003

20,756

20,756

-

9/22/2016

HARMONY CDD - Reimb. - Permit cost for Butterfly sidewalk project

004

600

600

Total FY 2016
10/31/2016

PRIMETIME ROLLABOUT PLAYGROUND -Location 1 and 2 (50%)

36,596

005

Report Date: 1/10/2017

36,596

18,200

Total FY 2017

TOTAL

-

18,200

18,200

$

298,025

-

-

$

100,000

18,200

$

54,796

-

$

13

143,229
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HARMONY COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT DISTRICT
Payment Register by Bank Account
For the Period from 12/1/16 to 12/31/16
(Sorted by Check / ACH No.)

Pymt
Type

Check /
ACH No.

Date

Payee
Type

Payee

Invoice No.

Payment Description

Invoice / GL Description

G/L Account #

Amount
Paid

CENTERSTATE BANK - GF - (ACCT# XXXXX2933)

1

Check

54334

12/01/16

Vendor

BRIGHT HOUSE NETWORKS

02848350112316

0050284835-01 11/28-12/27

Misc-Security Enhancements

001-549911-53910

$54.23

Check

54335

12/01/16

Vendor

MID FLORIDA PRESSURE WASHING

397

CLEAN YELLOW SUN SHADE

R&M-Parks & Facilities

001-546225-53910

$200.00

Check

54336

12/01/16

Vendor

SEVERN TRENT ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES

14183

MANAGEMENT SERVICES OCTOBER 2016

ProfServ-Mgmt Consulting Serv

001-531027-51201

$4,665.33

Check

54336

12/01/16

Vendor

SEVERN TRENT ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES

14183

MANAGEMENT SERVICES OCTOBER 2016

Postage and Freight

001-541006-51301

$9.77

Check

54336

12/01/16

Vendor

SEVERN TRENT ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES

14183

MANAGEMENT SERVICES OCTOBER 2016

Printing and Binding

001-547001-51301

$80.25

Check

54336

12/01/16

Vendor

SEVERN TRENT ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES

14183

MANAGEMENT SERVICES OCTOBER 2016

Office Supplies

001-551002-51301

$5.50

Check

54336

12/01/16

Vendor

SEVERN TRENT ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES

14183

MANAGEMENT SERVICES OCTOBER 2016

Postage and Freight

001-541006-51301

($10.02)

Check

54337

12/01/16

Vendor

HOWARD FERTILIZER & CHEMICAL CO., INC.

110423.

SECLEAR G;ALGAECIDE TURF

Miscellaneous Services

001-549001-53902

$2,248.30

Check

54338

12/15/16

Vendor

AMERITAS LIFE INSURANCE CORP.

2016-11-11

#P13E59 DECEMBER 16

ProfServ-Field Management

001-531016-53910

$101.32

Check

54339

12/15/16

Vendor

BRIGHT HOUSE NETWORKS

028483401120116

0050284834-01 12/6-1/5/17

Misc-Security Enhancements

001-549911-53910

Check

54340

12/15/16

Vendor

HARMONY CDD C/O U.S. BANK

120616

TRANSFER OF FY2017 ASSESS

Due From Other Funds

131000

$639,368.40

Check

54341

12/15/16

Vendor

HARMONY CDD C/O U.S. BANK

120616 204

TNFR FY2017 ASSESS(204)

Due From Other Funds

131000

$195,447.68

Check

54342

12/15/16

Vendor

KINCAID INC

1160

HOLDING TANK NOV 16

Miscellaneous Services

001-549001-53910

Check

54343

12/15/16

Vendor

NORTH SOUTH SUPPLY, INC.

3066884

SPRINKLER SUPPLIES

R&M-Irrigation

001-546041-53902

$9.78

Check

54343

12/15/16

Vendor

NORTH SOUTH SUPPLY, INC.

3063212

SPRINKLER SUPPLIES

R&M-Irrigation

001-546041-53902

$291.52

Check

54344

12/15/16

Vendor

PROGRESSIVE WASTE SOLUTIONS OF FL INC

0001057790

#0060-126957 DEC 2016

Utility - Refuse Removal

001-543020-53910

$278.58

Check

54345

12/15/16

Vendor

SPRINT

244553043-040

244553043 10/26-11/25

Communication - Telephone

001-541003-53910

$308.85

Check

54346

12/19/16

Vendor

CENTRAL FLORIDA YAMAHA INC.

26959

RAIL/GRAPHICS/DECAL

R&M-Equipment Boats

001-546223-53910

$447.11

Check

54347

12/19/16

Vendor

DAVEY TREE EXPERT COMPANY

910801142

MAINT. CONTRACT DEC 2016

Contracts-Trees & Trimming

001-534085-53902

$1,724.33

Check

54347

12/19/16

Vendor

DAVEY TREE EXPERT COMPANY

910801142

MAINT. CONTRACT DEC 2016

Contracts-Shrub Care

001-534148-53902

$10,144.83

Check

54347

12/19/16

Vendor

DAVEY TREE EXPERT COMPANY

910801142

MAINT. CONTRACT DEC 2016

Contracts-Ground

001-534150-53902

$1,866.67

Check

54347

12/19/16

Vendor

DAVEY TREE EXPERT COMPANY

910801142

MAINT. CONTRACT DEC 2016

Contracts-Ground

001-534150-53902

$17,459.51

Check

54348

12/19/16

Vendor

BOYD CIVIL ENGINEERING

01373

SERVICE THRU 10/31/16

ProfServ-Engineering

001-531013-51501

$1,138.34

Check

54349

12/19/16

Vendor

SEVERN TRENT ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES

15026

MNGT SERVICES NOVEMBER 2016

ProfServ-Mgmt Consulting Serv

001-531027-51201

$4,665.33

Check

54349

12/19/16

Vendor

SEVERN TRENT ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES

15026

MNGT SERVICES NOVEMBER 2016

Postage and Freight

001-541006-51301

$16.74

Check

54349

12/19/16

Vendor

SEVERN TRENT ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES

15026

MNGT SERVICES NOVEMBER 2016

Office Supplies

001-551002-51301

$5.50

Check

54349

12/19/16

Vendor

SEVERN TRENT ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES

15026

MNGT SERVICES NOVEMBER 2016

Printing and Binding

001-547001-51301

$119.05

Check

54350

12/19/16

Vendor

YOUNG QUALLS, P.A.

14889

GENERAL COUNSEL OCTOBER 2016

ProfServ-Legal Services

001-531023-51401

$2,873.25

Check

54351

12/20/16

Vendor

NORTH SOUTH SUPPLY, INC.

3070149

SPRINKLER SUPPLIES

R&M-Irrigation

001-546041-53902

$82.56

Check

54352

12/27/16

Vendor

TOHO WATER AUTHORITY

35419 111716

***Voided Voided****

Check

54353

12/29/16

Vendor

FLORIDA BLUE

72575141

INSURANCE 1/1/17-2/1/17

Prepaid Items

155000

Check

54354

12/30/16

Vendor

AMERITAS LIFE INSURANCE CORP.

13559-122016

LIFE INS JAN 2017

ProfServ-Field Management

001-531016-53910

$182.36

Check

54355

12/30/16

Vendor

HOME DEPOT CREDIT SERVICES

120816

PURCHASES THRU 12/8

POWERBOLT

001-546225-53910

$201.92

Check

54355

12/30/16

Vendor

HOME DEPOT CREDIT SERVICES

120816

PURCHASES THRU 12/8

STAKES PC BUNDLE

001-546225-53910

$83.23

Check

54356

12/30/16

Vendor

KATRINA S SCARBOROUGH

2017056

NON AD VALREM APPR FEE 2016

ProfServ-Property Appraiser

001-531035-51301

$450.14

$49.23

$125.00

$0.00
$2,413.74
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HARMONY COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT DISTRICT
Payment Register by Bank Account
For the Period from 12/1/16 to 12/31/16
(Sorted by Check / ACH No.)

Pymt
Type

Check /
ACH No.

Date

Payee
Type

Payee

Invoice No.

Payment Description

Invoice / GL Description

G/L Account #

Amount
Paid

Check

54357

12/30/16

Vendor

NORTH SOUTH SUPPLY, INC.

3071426

IRRIGATION SUPPLIES

R&M-Irrigation

001-546041-53902

Check

54358

12/30/16

Vendor

REX ELECTRICAL SOLUTIONS, INC.

762

RPLCD GFI RECEPTACLE

R&M-Pools

001-546074-53910

$190.00

ACH

DD111

12/19/16

Vendor

TOHO WATER AUTHORITY

OCTOBER-16

SVCS 10/19-11/17/16

Utility - Water & Sewer

001-543021-53903

$11,634.92

ACH

DD112

12/19/16

Vendor

FLORIDA RESOURCE MGT LLC-ACH

41216

PAYROLL THRU 12/4/16

ProfServ-Field Management

001-531016-53901

$6,434.55

ACH

DD113

12/19/16

Vendor

ORLANDO UTILITIES COMMISSION

NOVEMBER-16

11/8/16-12/8/16

Electricity - General

001-543006-53903

$2,909.96

ACH

DD113

12/19/16

Vendor

ORLANDO UTILITIES COMMISSION

NOVEMBER-16

11/8/16-12/8/16

Electricity - Streetlighting

001-543013-53903

$6,003.02

ACH

DD113

12/19/16

Vendor

ORLANDO UTILITIES COMMISSION

NOVEMBER-16

11/8/16-12/8/16

Lease - Street Light

001-544006-53903

$12,962.82

ACH

DD114

12/27/16

Vendor

TOHO WATER AUTHORITY

35419 111716

Utilities 10/1916-11/17/16 7500 A Even Five Oaks D

Utility - Water & Sewer

001-543021-53903

$345.86

ACH

DD115

12/22/16

Vendor

FLORIDA RESOURCE MGT LLC-ACH

41668

PAYROLL THRU 12/18/16

ProfServ-Field Management

001-531016-53901

$6,478.94

ACH

DD116

12/29/16

Vendor

FLORIDA RESOURCE MGT LLC-ACH

42100

TERMED EMP PE 12/31/16

ProfServ-Field Management

001-531016-53901

$1,154.12

Account Total

Total Amount Paid
Total Amount Paid - Breakdown by Fund
Fund

Amount

General Fund Fund - 001

101,046.33

Series 2014 Debt Service Fund Fund - 203

639,368.40

Series 2015 Debt Service Fund Fund - 204

195,447.68
Total

935,862.41

$639.89

$935,862.41

$935,862.41

2
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HARMONY COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT DISTRICT
Payment Register by Bank Account
For the Period from 12/1/16 to 12/31/16
(Sorted by Check / ACH No.)

Pymt
Type

Check /
ACH No.

Date

Payee
Type

Payee

Invoice No.

Payment Description

Invoice / GL Description

G/L Account #

Amount
Paid

CENTERSTATE BANK - GF - (ACCT# XXXXX2933)
Check

54334

12/01/16

Vendor

BRIGHT HOUSE NETWORKS

02848350112316

0050284835-01 11/28-12/27

Misc-Security Enhancements

001-549911-53910

$54.23

Check

54335

12/01/16

Vendor

MID FLORIDA PRESSURE WASHING

397

CLEAN YELLOW SUN SHADE

R&M-Parks & Facilities

001-546225-53910

$200.00

Check

54336

12/01/16

Vendor

SEVERN TRENT ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES

14183

MANAGEMENT SERVICES OCTOBER 2016

ProfServ-Mgmt Consulting Serv

001-531027-51201

$4,665.33

Check

54336

12/01/16

Vendor

SEVERN TRENT ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES

14183

MANAGEMENT SERVICES OCTOBER 2016

Postage and Freight

001-541006-51301

$9.77

Check

54336

12/01/16

Vendor

SEVERN TRENT ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES

14183

MANAGEMENT SERVICES OCTOBER 2016

Printing and Binding

001-547001-51301

$80.25

Check

54336

12/01/16

Vendor

SEVERN TRENT ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES

14183

MANAGEMENT SERVICES OCTOBER 2016

Office Supplies

001-551002-51301

$5.50

Check

54336

12/01/16

Vendor

SEVERN TRENT ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES

14183

MANAGEMENT SERVICES OCTOBER 2016

Postage and Freight

001-541006-51301

($10.02)

Check

54337

12/01/16

Vendor

HOWARD FERTILIZER & CHEMICAL CO., INC.

110423.

SECLEAR G;ALGAECIDE TURF

Miscellaneous Services

001-549001-53902

$2,248.30

Check

54338

12/15/16

Vendor

AMERITAS LIFE INSURANCE CORP.

2016-11-11

#P13E59 DECEMBER 16

ProfServ-Field Management

001-531016-53910

$101.32

Check

54339

12/15/16

Vendor

BRIGHT HOUSE NETWORKS

028483401120116

0050284834-01 12/6-1/5/17

Misc-Security Enhancements

001-549911-53910

Check

54340

12/15/16

Vendor

HARMONY CDD C/O U.S. BANK

120616

TRANSFER OF FY2017 ASSESS

Due From Other Funds

131000

$639,368.40

Check

54341

12/15/16

Vendor

HARMONY CDD C/O U.S. BANK

120616 204

TNFR FY2017 ASSESS(204)

Due From Other Funds

131000

$195,447.68

Check

54342

12/15/16

Vendor

KINCAID INC

1160

HOLDING TANK NOV 16

Miscellaneous Services

001-549001-53910

Check

54343

12/15/16

Vendor

NORTH SOUTH SUPPLY, INC.

3066884

SPRINKLER SUPPLIES

R&M-Irrigation

001-546041-53902

$9.78

Check

54343

12/15/16

Vendor

NORTH SOUTH SUPPLY, INC.

3063212

SPRINKLER SUPPLIES

R&M-Irrigation

001-546041-53902

$291.52

Check

54344

12/15/16

Vendor

PROGRESSIVE WASTE SOLUTIONS OF FL INC

0001057790

#0060-126957 DEC 2016

Utility - Refuse Removal

001-543020-53910

$278.58

Check

54345

12/15/16

Vendor

SPRINT

244553043-040

244553043 10/26-11/25

Communication - Telephone

001-541003-53910

$308.85

Check

54346

12/19/16

Vendor

CENTRAL FLORIDA YAMAHA INC.

26959

RAIL/GRAPHICS/DECAL

R&M-Equipment Boats

001-546223-53910

$447.11

Check

54347

12/19/16

Vendor

DAVEY TREE EXPERT COMPANY

910801142

MAINT. CONTRACT DEC 2016

Contracts-Trees & Trimming

001-534085-53902

$1,724.33

Check

54347

12/19/16

Vendor

DAVEY TREE EXPERT COMPANY

910801142

MAINT. CONTRACT DEC 2016

Contracts-Shrub Care

001-534148-53902

$10,144.83

Check

54347

12/19/16

Vendor

DAVEY TREE EXPERT COMPANY

910801142

MAINT. CONTRACT DEC 2016

Contracts-Ground

001-534150-53902

$1,866.67

Check

54347

12/19/16

Vendor

DAVEY TREE EXPERT COMPANY

910801142

MAINT. CONTRACT DEC 2016

Contracts-Ground

001-534150-53902

$17,459.51

Check

54348

12/19/16

Vendor

BOYD CIVIL ENGINEERING

01373

SERVICE THRU 10/31/16

ProfServ-Engineering

001-531013-51501

$1,138.34

Check

54349

12/19/16

Vendor

SEVERN TRENT ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES

15026

MNGT SERVICES NOVEMBER 2016

ProfServ-Mgmt Consulting Serv

001-531027-51201

$4,665.33

Check

54349

12/19/16

Vendor

SEVERN TRENT ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES

15026

MNGT SERVICES NOVEMBER 2016

Postage and Freight

001-541006-51301

$16.74

Check

54349

12/19/16

Vendor

SEVERN TRENT ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES

15026

MNGT SERVICES NOVEMBER 2016

Office Supplies

001-551002-51301

$5.50

Check

54349

12/19/16

Vendor

SEVERN TRENT ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES

15026

MNGT SERVICES NOVEMBER 2016

Printing and Binding

001-547001-51301

$119.05

Check

54350

12/19/16

Vendor

YOUNG QUALLS, P.A.

14889

GENERAL COUNSEL OCTOBER 2016

ProfServ-Legal Services

001-531023-51401

$2,873.25

Check

54351

12/20/16

Vendor

NORTH SOUTH SUPPLY, INC.

3070149

SPRINKLER SUPPLIES

R&M-Irrigation

001-546041-53902

$82.56

Check

54352

12/27/16

Vendor

TOHO WATER AUTHORITY

35419 111716

***Voided Voided****

Check

54353

12/29/16

Vendor

FLORIDA BLUE

72575141

INSURANCE 1/1/17-2/1/17

Prepaid Items

155000

Check

54354

12/30/16

Vendor

AMERITAS LIFE INSURANCE CORP.

13559-122016

LIFE INS JAN 2017

ProfServ-Field Management

001-531016-53910

$182.36

Check

54355

12/30/16

Vendor

HOME DEPOT CREDIT SERVICES

120816

PURCHASES THRU 12/8

POWERBOLT

001-546225-53910

$201.92

Check

54355

12/30/16

Vendor

HOME DEPOT CREDIT SERVICES

120816

PURCHASES THRU 12/8

STAKES PC BUNDLE

001-546225-53910

$83.23

Check

54356

12/30/16

Vendor

KATRINA S SCARBOROUGH

2017056

NON AD VALREM APPR FEE 2016

ProfServ-Property Appraiser

001-531035-51301

$450.14

$49.23

$125.00

$0.00
$2,413.74
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HARMONY COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT DISTRICT
Payment Register by Bank Account
For the Period from 12/1/16 to 12/31/16
(Sorted by Check / ACH No.)

Pymt
Type

Check /
ACH No.

Date

Payee
Type

Payee

Invoice No.

Payment Description

Invoice / GL Description

G/L Account #

Amount
Paid

Check

54357

12/30/16

Vendor

NORTH SOUTH SUPPLY, INC.

3071426

IRRIGATION SUPPLIES

R&M-Irrigation

001-546041-53902

Check

54358

12/30/16

Vendor

REX ELECTRICAL SOLUTIONS, INC.

762

RPLCD GFI RECEPTACLE

R&M-Pools

001-546074-53910

$190.00

ACH

DD111

12/19/16

Vendor

TOHO WATER AUTHORITY

OCTOBER-16

SVCS 10/19-11/17/16

Utility - Water & Sewer

001-543021-53903

$11,634.92

ACH

DD112

12/19/16

Vendor

FLORIDA RESOURCE MGT LLC-ACH

41216

PAYROLL THRU 12/4/16

ProfServ-Field Management

001-531016-53901

$6,434.55

ACH

DD113

12/19/16

Vendor

ORLANDO UTILITIES COMMISSION

NOVEMBER-16

11/8/16-12/8/16

Electricity - General

001-543006-53903

$2,909.96

ACH

DD113

12/19/16

Vendor

ORLANDO UTILITIES COMMISSION

NOVEMBER-16

11/8/16-12/8/16

Electricity - Streetlighting

001-543013-53903

$6,003.02

ACH

DD113

12/19/16

Vendor

ORLANDO UTILITIES COMMISSION

NOVEMBER-16

11/8/16-12/8/16

Lease - Street Light

001-544006-53903

$12,962.82

ACH

DD114

12/27/16

Vendor

TOHO WATER AUTHORITY

35419 111716

Utilities 10/1916-11/17/16 7500 A Even Five Oaks D

Utility - Water & Sewer

001-543021-53903

$345.86

ACH

DD115

12/22/16

Vendor

FLORIDA RESOURCE MGT LLC-ACH

41668

PAYROLL THRU 12/18/16

ProfServ-Field Management

001-531016-53901

$6,478.94

ACH

DD116

12/29/16

Vendor

FLORIDA RESOURCE MGT LLC-ACH

42100

TERMED EMP PE 12/31/16

ProfServ-Field Management

001-531016-53901

$1,154.12

Account Total

Total Amount Paid
Total Amount Paid - Breakdown by Fund
Fund

Amount

General Fund Fund - 001

101,046.33

Series 2014 Debt Service Fund Fund - 203

639,368.40

Series 2015 Debt Service Fund Fund - 204

195,447.68
Total

935,862.41

$639.89

$935,862.41

$935,862.41
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HARMONY
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HARMONY
Community Development District

Monthly Debit Card Purchases
December 31, 2016
Vendor

Description

Amount
64.28

12/1/16

Partzilla

Kawasaki Coil charging

12/1/16

Sunoco

Sunoco - Fuel

23.04

12/5/16

Amazon

Full Throttle Youth Life Vest/Child Classic Vest

58.62

12/5/16

Amazon

Full Throttle Adult Dual Sized Nylon Water Sports Vest

57.72

12/5/16

Amazon

Child Classic Series Vest

51.00

12/5/16

Sunoco

Sunoco - Fuel for Truck

12/6/16

Amazon

Waterproof Hunting Boot

12/8/16

Sunoco

Sunoco - Fuel

12/12/16

iCloud

iCloud-50 GB Storage Plan

12/13/16

Amazon

Commercial Microburst Refill

60.99

12/15/16

Aplus

Aplus-Fuel

42.28

12/16/16

Amazon

Liquid Reagent

47.80

12/20/16

Amazon

Carabiner Spring Snap Link with Ring

49.80

12/20/16

Amazon

Yellow Latex Zone Marking Paint

24.56

12/21/16

Amazon

Oil Filter Fits Honda Kawasaki

14.99

52.28
193.98
36.49
0.99

Sales Tax

1.05

12/22/16

Florida Department of Agriculture

Florida Department of Agriculture

250.00

12/22/16

Amazon

Synthetic Motor Oil

12/22/16

Sunoco

Sunoco - Fuel

12/23/16

Amazon

ATV Sport Ocelot Non Directional Tires

103.76

12/27/16

Asco

Asco- Rebuild Kits for valves used in Splashpad

936.72

12/28/16

Amazon

Invisible Wireless Earbuds Surround Sound in Ear Bluetooth

12/28/16

Amazon

Power Drive V Belt

12/29/16

Amazon

Oil Filter Fits Honda Kawasaki

12/29/16

Sunoco

Sunoco - Fuel

12/29/16

Harmony Town Square Market

Water for staff

12/30/16

Amazon

Diaphragm Pump 12 V

205.41

12/30/16

Amazon

River PVC Coat Anchor

27.19

12/30/16

Amazon

Latex Gloves

21.14

12/30/16

Amazon

Grade Carriage Bolts

10.34

12/30/16

Amazon

Flat Washers Zinc Yellow

26.99
18.21

89.99
18.09
(14.99)
30.75
22.74

9.21
2,535.42

Total
G/L Coding
R&M - Parks & Facilities
R&M - Pools
R&M - Vehicle
R&M - Contingency
R&M-Sidewalk
OP Supplies - Fuel, Oil
R&M - Equipment Boats
R&M-Pond
R&M - Irrigation

Report Date: 1/9/2017

546225.53910.5000
546074.53910.5000
546104.53910.5000
549900.53910.5000
546084.53910.5000
552030.53910.5000
546223.53910.5000
546073.53910.5000
546041.53902.5000

$

82.13
47.80
196.08
90.98
37.64
203.05
1,228.35
455.41
193.98
2,535.42
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